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Dear Readers,

Welcome to 2011! A new year, a new decade, a whole new 
millennium…… a time to look back at the journey but 

also to forge a new road ahead. 

This edition of hello childline is special for a number of 
reasons; 2011 is the start of a new decade and also marks the 
15th anniversary of the CHILDLINE Service. It also marks 
the 60th issue of Hello Childline, since April 1999, when 
the fi rst issue was rolled out, it is interesting to observe the 
trajectory of CHILDLINE just by the calls made to 1098. Our 
fi rst edition featured number of calls made to CHILDLINE 
during the year 1998 as 24,791 while the calls received for 
2010 were 21,45,518.

This issue of Hello Childline covers the period from 
September - December 2010. These months have witnessed 
an infl ux of activities at CHILDLINE. Some of the highlights 
for this period were the South & North Regional Meets, and 
ofcourse the ‘Childline Se Dosti’ campaign in the week of 
November 8th-14th. An exclusive Dosti Section features 
Dosti Week updates across the country. 

This issue of Hello Childline also features the Right to Free 
and Compulsory Education Act (RTE), the enforcement of 
this right is gaining momentum and will have a bearing on 
CHILDLINEs intervention on the ground. We also bring you 
an exclusive interview with Farida Lambay, an educational 
activist amongst the many other titles she bears on Right 

to Education (RTE) and its impact on Child Protection and 
Child Rights. 

We would love to have you read, learn and contribute to our 
cause. We invite your inputs, comments and suggestions 
to make sure that ‘Hello Childline’ becomes a platform for 
people who hold protection of children close to their heart.

News Bytes
CHILDLINE Behrampur in association with OACRC, Bhubaneswar 
launched safe & child friendly school campaign 
CHILDLINE on State Coordination Committee to review Children’s homes
CHILDLINE Gorakhpur and Lions Club, Rapti jointly organised children’s 
day celebrations in Gorakhpur 
CHILDLINE Nashik observed Girl Child day 
CHILDLINE Guwahati held a meeting with Secretary, Social Welfare 
Department on September 02, 2010.  
East RRC, CIF was inducted as a member of “Complaints Committee” of 
Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI)
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What is CHILDLINE?
CHILDLINE is a national, 24-hour, free emergency helpline & outreach service 
for children in need of care and protection. CHILDLINE number 1098 is a toll 
free number that is common in all the cities of India. Initially started in Mumbai 
in June 1996, CHILDLINE is currently operational in 122 cities. 

CHILDLINE aims to reach out to the most marginalised children and provides 
interventions of shelter, medical, repatriation, rescue, death related, sponsorships, 
emotional support and guidance.
So if YOU see a child in distress, Call 1098!
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The sweet taste of justice
20 accused get double life terms
“I dream of joining the police to help unfortunate girls like 
me stand on their feet again.” These are the words of an 
innocent 20 year old girl who saw the light of justice 6 years 
after being a victim of rape and fl esh trade. 

The story of Neha is no ordinary narration. 

On 23rd February, 2006, CHILDLINE Ahmednagar 
received a call from an anxious father to report a complaint 
for his missing 14-year old daughter. The man was a rickshaw 
driver in Maliwada and lost his wife when Neha was still 
very young. 

Neha had been threatened and taken to various places such 
as Dhule, Ahmednagar, Sangamner, Shahada, Shirdi and 
Goa and repeatedly raped by those who abducted her. 

After much investigation and effort, the CHILDLINE 
Ahmednagar team managed to rescue the child. She was 
convinced to fi le a police complaint in February 2010 in 
order to receive the justice she deserved. As many high 
profi le individuals were involved, Neha’s case was handed 
over to the State Crime Investigation Department (CID).

The main accused, Sheela Bargal, died a couple of months 
after the case was registered. The hearing of the case lasted 
for more than 4 years and 38 witnesses were examined. 
In September 2010, the District and Sessions Court judge 
Makarand D. Keskar convicted the accused under section 
376(2)(g) gang rape, 120(b), 376(rape), 120(b) and section 
5(a)(1)(d) of the Prevention of Immoral Traffi cking Act 
(PITA) and 366 (kidnapping).The convicts were given 
double life terms. 

CHILDLINE was largely instrumental in the conviction of 
20 high profi le individuals exposed for their participation in 
a brutal case of gang rape, traffi cking and commercial sexual 
exploitation and received the much deserved accolade and 
appreciation from various NGOs, Police and the Media for 
successfully carrying out this case. 

Unearthing bonded labour
Sahil, Gulrukh, Faizan and Atul (below 14 years of age) 
resided in Uttar Pradesh. Their economic stature compelled 
them to travel to Southern India to work at a Bag Making 
unit in Kochi. 

CHILDLINE Kochi received a frantic call from a neighbour 
in the district that housed this bag making unit. They had 
heard sounds of children crying in the wee hours of the night 

and hoped CHILDLINE could dig further into the situation. 

The team worked in close coordination with the Kasaba 
Police in order to carry out a meticulously planned rescue 
operation. During the rescue, the team learnt that the 
condition in the bag making unit was unhealthy and the 
children were engaged in hazardous jobs.

A rapport was built with the children in order to gain their 
trust. They were brought before the CWC who directed them 
to a temporary shelter home. The investigation continued 
in order to trace their parents. The case is still under strict 
vigilance. 

CHILDLINE Coimbatore foils mass marriage
Shockingly enough, child marriage continues to be prevalent 
in India. 

In December 2010, CHILDLINE Coimbatore received 
a call from a well-informed lady who shared information 
on a mass marriage, scheduled to happen in the village of 
Karadimadai. 

A team member of CHILDLINE decided to visit the village 
to gather some facts on the situation. After speaking with 
Ujjwala, a 13 year girl, he learnt that her marriage was preset 
by her parents with a farmer of the village who was 10 years 
older than her. The marriage was planned to coincide with 
the auspicious period of Valarpirai, the phase of the waxing 
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moon after Amavasya, in the Tamil month of Karthikai.
After much interrogation, U Santhanam, the Director of 
CHILDLINE Coimbatore wrote a complaint to P.Umanath, 
District Collector, informing him about the gravity of the 
issue at hand. Immediate action was undertaken in which 
the CHILDLINE team members, District Collector, Village 
Administrative Offi cer, Superintendent of Police and 50 
Police Personnel arrived at the village to stop the marriage.

After the parents of the children refused to cooperate and 
show any proof of the age of the child, the Police threatened 
to get them arrested for their illegal act. It took a lot of 
convincing and persuasion for the community to understand 
the dangers of child marriage. 

In a bold initiative against child marriage, CHILDLINE 
Coimbatore and the Coimbatore district administration 
jointly foiled mass marriage and rescued 9 children. They 
also received coverage for the case in The Indian Express, 
The Hindu, The Times of India and local TV channels. 

The joy of reunion 
CHILDLINE Bhopal brings Chottu back to his family

The story of runaway children from Bhopal seems to have 
become commonplace. One such story is that of Chottu, a 
10- year old lad who ran away from home after being scolded 
by his father.

In September, 2010, CHILDLINE Bhopal received a call 
from an individual who had been observing a child roaming 

the streets. The team immediately reached the child and 
brought him to the CHILDLINE Centre. 

A lot of coaxing and rapport building during the counseling 
session led Chottu to reveal the real reason he had run away 
from home. After living away from home, he expressed 
his longing to return home to his parents. Chottu was then 
brought before the CWC who directed him to Umeed Home. 
After much back and forth action, the team was able to locate 
his home and repatriate Chottu with his family. 

CHILDLINE Rourkela and CHILDLINE Delhi 
crack down those who employ children 
Kinnari was a 16-year old girl who lived in a village in 
Tangarpali, Sundargarh district. Although she was an earnest 
student at school, she was compelled to leave, as her parents 
couldn’t draw in much income with their daily labour wages. 

Sakir, an agent from a neighbouring village lured Kinnari’s 
parents into sending her to Delhi with a promising job 
prospect. She was deceived into working as a maid for 6 
months in a household that treated her callously. 

CHILDLINE Rourkela received a call from a distraught 
mother who was looking for her daughter gone astray. She 
assisted the team with details of the employer in Delhi, as her 
daughter had not contacted her in 6 months. 

In turn, CHILDLINE Delhi was contacted in order to 
verify the details. Once it was confi rmed, the CHILDLINE 
Rourkela team along with Kinnari’s mother visited Delhi to 
bring her back. An FIR was registered against the placement 
agency and her employer, under section 26 and 23 of the 
Juvenile Justice (Care & Protection of Children) Act 2000. 

A well chalked out rescue was carried out with CHILDLINE 
Rourkela, CHILDLINE Delhi and the Delhi Police. Kinnari 
was found in an appalling condition wearing torn clothes and 
afraid to speak. 

The necessary support and counseling was provided to the 
child before she was produced before the CWC who directed 
her to a Shelter Home. Subsequently, Kinnari was brought 
back to Rourkela in the effort to unite her with her family. 
The employer was ordered to pay a compensation of Rs. 
23,600 to Kinnari. 

Living with substance
CHILDLINE Bhopal rescues Littu from drug abuse

There has been a precipitous rise in the use of whiteners 
as drugs among children in the past 2-3 years. What has 
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added to the anguish of this situation is that whiteners are 
not covered under the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic 
Substances Act, hence the predicament persists. This issue 
is prevalent amongst urban and educated youth, but it isn’t 
unknown to those living on the streets too.   

The story of 6-year old Littu is one such story. 

In September 2010, CHILDLINE Bhopal received a call 
about a young boy living at the Railway Station.  On reaching 
the platform, the team realized that Littu was a whitener ink 
addict. The child was cajoled into accompanying the team to 
the CHILDLINE Centre. Littu admitted to being an orphan 
and was brought before the CWC who directed him to 
Umeed Home in consultation with the Police. 

In November 2010, Littu confessed that his mother was still 
alive. The CHILDLINE team and the Police played an active 
role in tracing his mother and reuniting them. 

CHILDLINE Delhi rescues Sangita from 
physical abuse
Child abuse is a problem reaching epidemic proportions in 
India.

Santosh Kumar, ASI, Rangat Nagar Police Station called 
CHILDLINE Delhi asking for help. He shared the case of 
15-year old Sangita who was being physically abused by her 
grandparents.

Sangita’s mother too tried seeking help from CHILDLINE. 
The Police and CHILDLINE plotted and carried out their 
rescue operation diligently. The child was produced before 
the CWC who directed her to the YMCA Shelter for 
temporary care and later to the Nirmal Chhaya Shelter to 
provide her with a safer environment. 

‘Operation Masoom’
A secret operation was being authored by CHILDLINE 
Meerut, D.I.G and the Police Offi cials in the city of Meerut. 
Putting a stop to Child Labour was the driving force of the 
campaign- ‘Operation Masoom’. 

Target groups were identifi ed, lists were classifi ed based 
on the locations of Police stations in different areas and an 
intervention strategy was planned to rescue child labourers 
in Meerut, all at the same time. Children below the age of 14 
years were rescued from restaurants and dhabas all across 
the city. 

During the rescue, details of the children, their parents and 
the employers were all collated in order to take serious action 
based on the facts collected. 

The children were counseled and brought before the CWC 
who were directed to temporary care at the Bal Sadan shelter 
home. Simultaneously, the parents were contacted and their 
children were safely handed over to them.  

CHILDLINE Tirunelveli rescues child labourers
While patrolling the streets of Tirunelveli, the team members 
at CHILDLINE noticed 3 young boys- Nitin, Manjunath and 
Atif roaming the streets.

The team members convinced the children to accompany 
them to the CHILDLINE Centre in order to put them 
through counseling and make sense of their situation. What 
they learnt was that the children had run away from their 
hometown in Tirupathur and come to Tirunelveli in search 
of a livelihood. 

All the 3 boys, below the age of 14 years has landed a job 
at the Chennai Sweet Bakery and suffered due to long hours 
of work and a meager salary. In turn, the boys decided to 
run away from the bakery as they could not handle the 
circumstances. 

The Police department and Department of Labour were 
notifi ed in order to seek action. CHILDLINE Tirunelveli 
assisted them in the rescue operation to fi nd yet another child 
labourer at the Bakery. All the 4 children were taken before 
the CWC who directed them to a temporary shelter home- 
Saranalayam. 
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After collecting details of their whereabouts, the children 
were repatriated with their parents who were advised to 
enroll them in a school. An FIR was fi led against the Bakery 
owner under the relevant Indian Penal Code and Child 
Labour Prevention Act Sessions. CHILDLINE is following 
up the case.    

CHILDLINE Gorakhpur claims abandoned 
baby
The Station offi cer of the Gorakhnath Police station called 
CHILDLINE for help. They had found a new born baby 
deserted near the steps of the Gorakhnath temple and had 
rushed it to the Medical College for immediate care. The 
team reached the Medical College and met the child who 
was infected with pneumonia and Japanese Encephalitis and 
needed to be admitted to the ICU for neonatal care. 

Necessary arrangements were made, support was provided by 
the CHILDLINE Gorakhpur team and the Chief Medical 
Offi ce following which the child was moved out of the ICU. 
The Principal of St. Joseph’s School, Civil Lines sponsored 
Rs 2000/- as fi nancial help for the medical treatment of the 
child. CHILDLINE turned to the media in order to reach out 
to the family of this child, but no one responded. 

The child was discharged from hospital 2 months later. 
Meanwhile, the CWC studied the case and requested 
CHILDLINE to shift the child to the Providence home. As 
all ends well, the child is living a happy and healthy life. 

The inconvenient truth 
“When I saw him, he was not wearing any cloth. He was 
draped in a shabby towel and I gave him a pair of pants 
and a shirt,” said Shivam. “The sabziwalla (vendor) in the 
vicinity of my home told me that he had been wandering in 
the area for the last four days.”

Raju is an orphaned 15-year boy and he doesn’t know it. 

In September 2010, CHILDLINE Jammu was contacted by 
Shivam regarding a mentally challenged child roaming the 
streets. The team traced the child and brought him back to 
the CHILDLINE Centre.
They gathered that Raju had been residing in a children’s 
home after he had lost his parents. Efforts made to contact 
the remaining part of his family were futile. Raju was then 
directed to the Rotary Inner Wheels Home for Mentally 
Retarded Children in Jammu by the CWC.

“CHILDLINE Jammu had handed over about six mentally 
retarded children to the home in the past two-three years. 
All of them are being looked after well and we receive good 
cooperation from the home,” said OP Gupta, Coordinator of 
CHILDLINE Jammu. 

Patna- Kharagpur- Tamil Nadu 
CHILDLINE Paschim Medinipur rescues 28 child labourers. 

The Patna to Ernakulam Express arrived at the Kharagpur 
Railway Station with 28 children, all below 14 years of age. 

The CHILDLINE Paschim Medinipur team was out on 
their daily outreach activity when they noticed children at 
the Railway Station. The team suspected that the children 
and the 3 adults accompanying them were not traveling with 
any proper documents.  The CHILDLINE team called the 
GRPS & RPF for assistance. 

The team along with the Police rescued all the children and 
gave them shelter at the Centre. They were then moved to 
the waiting room at the Railway Station before they were 
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directed to a temporary shelter home by the CWC.

Repeated interrogation and questioning led to the team 
collecting signifi cant facts on the case. The children were 
from underprivileged families in Bihar whose parents worked 
at daily laboures. They were being accompanied by 3 adults 
who were taking them to Tamil Nadu to work in a factory. An 
FIR and GDE was registered against the offenders. 

Today, the traffi ckers stand behind bars and the children have 
been handed over to CHILDLINE Patna for restoration with 
their parents. 

Back to school
Medical help gives Chinnu a normal life 

Many children in small towns don’t lead the fairy-tale life 
they dream of in their childhood. But a twist in fate leaves 
room for a hint of hope. 

12-year old Chinnu was a gregarious student at school. She 
was in the 8th grade when she met with a fateful accident 
that promised to change her life forever. Chinnu needed 
immediate medical care for her back injury, but her parents’ 
economic standing forbid her from even visiting a doctor. 
Over time, her injury worsened and Chinnu was unable to 
walk. 

CHILDLINE Gwalior was apprised on the same. The 
team immediately contacted Sahara Hospital for medical 
assistance. The Mayor of Gwalior promised to provide 
fi nancial support whilst the hospital agreed to undertake the 
surgery free of cost under the guidance of Dr. Hitesh Garg. 
Chinnu’s life is back to normal. She has gone back to school. 

A minor rescued from Child Labour
Mintu was the son of a construction worker and a brother to 
4 siblings residing in Bakhtiyarpur. His father’s insuffi cient 
salary coerced him to send Mintu with a distant relative to 
work at a restaurant in Kolkata. 

He worked as a cleaner for 3 years with a pitiable salary and 
could not work under those harsh conditions and decided to 
run away. He boarded a train and reached Sealdah station 
where he began picking rags at the platform. 

Mintu was spotted by G.R.P.S Sealdah who contacted 
CHILDLINE Kolkata for assistance. The team found him 
in an appalling condition. His clothes were torn and he was 
unable to speak. Once he was taken to a safe environment, 
Mintu revealed details of his employer. 

Mintu was then produced before the CWC with his 
employers. CWC issued an order to send him to a temporary 
shelter home. An FIR was lodged against his employer, 
under section 16/1 and 14 of Child Labour (Prohibition and 
Regulation) Act, 1986 along with u/s 23 of Juvenile Justice 
(Care and Protection) Act, 2000 and u/s 324 of Indian Penal 
Code. 
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The employer was arrested and the statement of the child 
was recorded by the respective I.O of the case. The accused 
was also produced before the Ld. ACJM Court, Sealdah. 
CHILDLINE Kolkata is currently following up the case.  

Abused at home
Leela, a 14-year old girl child came from Kannur. Her life at 
home wasn’t as easy as any other child her age. Apart from 
living in a small house and surviving on the wage of a daily 
labourer, she was subject to sexual abuse by her father.

This situation remained concealed from her mother as her 
father threatened to kill her if she spoke to anyone about it. 
Scared and unable to bare the torture of her fathers’ heinous 
acts, Leela confi ded in her school teacher.

The teacher immediately contacted CHILDLINE Kannur 
who visited her mother at home and acquainted her with the 
situation. A report based on the intervention was submitted 
to the Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate who informed the 
Police to look into the matter. Leela’s mother took the bold 
stand of fi ling an FIR against her husband. 

The child was counseled at the CHILDLINE Centre after 
which she was shifted to a shelter home in Kannur. Thulasee 
Bhai, District Judge, sentenced Leela’s father for life 
imprisonment, along with a fi ne of Rs.50000/- under Sec 376 
of Indian Penal Code.

Beggar mafi a thrive on poor children 
Vikki, Mikki, Nisha, Anjali, Swaraj, Nirjila and Manav came 
from Orissa to Malappuram with their uncle, in search of 
a livelihood. Their families were completely dependent on 
them. 

On reaching Malappuram, the children were forced into 
begging. They were not provided with any support, food 
or even given their earnings. Eventually, they resorted to 
substance abuse.

CHILDLINE Malappuram was contacted. They were 
informed about 7 children who were begging at the Kottakal 
Bus stand. The team notifi ed the Police about the same and 
4 traffi ckers along with the children were taken under Police 
custody. 

After being taken to a safer environment, the children were 
also taken for medical check-ups as they looked fragile and 
ill. The children grew confi dence in the CHILDLINE team 
and expressed their desire to go back home and educate 
themselves. 

This case was then presented to the CWC who directed the 
children to the Children’s home at Tavanur. CHILDLINE 
also brought to notice the possibility of organised begging 
gangs operating in the district. This was taken up by the 
CWC with the Police in order to keep a strict vigilance on 
the issue.

The children are now under the care of their parents.   

Child Labour: a thorny issue
18 children rescued in Kanchipuram 

Anbazhagan was amongst the 18 other children, rescued from 
his laborious job. He had been a weaver in Kanchipuram, a 
town south of Chennai. He worked for 10 years from dawn 
to dunk in order to pay back a loan of Rs. 3,800 that his 
parents had taken from their master. 

On the 29th of November, 2010, CHILDLINE Kanchipuram 
received the fatal call from Muthuprakashan of the National 
Child Labour Project (NCLP). He had information on 
children working in dhabas and in silk weaving factories. 
CHILDLINE visited the location to confi rm the information 
and spoke to some of the children. 

“I was beaten every day by my owner and his son. When I 
return home, my father beats me up too. I don’t get time to 
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“play,” said a 14 year old Kanmozhi. His words were heart-
breaking for anyone who heard them. 

CHILDLINE and the Police got together to chalk out a 
rescue plan for the children. The plan included conducting a 
raid in three phases. The team was divided into groups and 
all the responsibilities were planned in advance.

On November 30, 2010, the CHILDLINE team, the Labour 
Inspector, the Police Offi cials and an NCLP member, 
conducted a raid at the factory and the dhaba in Chengulpet. 
6 children were rescued during the raid. During the second 
and third raid held on December 2 and 8, 2010, the team 
rescued the remaining 12children.

It had been discovered that the children were working as no 
more than slaves to their masters. The children were working 
long hours, without basic amenities and doing household 
chores besides their weaving tasks. Their salary ranged from 
Rs.80 to Rs.250 in a month, with deductions for loans taken 
from the master. 

As protocol was regularly implemented, the children were 
produced before the CWC. An FIR was fi led against the 
employers and necessary action was taken for the children to 
be registered under Bonded Labour. 

The Certifi cates from Sub Divisional Magistrate were also 
issued in order to receive benefi ts of the welfare schemes 
under Child Labour Act and Bonded Labour Act.

The children were directed to a Government children home 
in Rayapuram after which they were sent home to their 
parents. 

Kannur runaway found in Mumbai hospital 
Riyas, a 15 year old boy from Kannur was admitted to the 
Bhagwati Hospital in Borivali, Mumbai. He had met with 
an accident at the Railway Station and needed assistance for 
his injuries. 

A staff member of the hospital called CHILDLINE. When a 
member of CHILDLINE Mumbai reached the hospital he 
found out that the boy could only speak in Malayalam. This 
mentally challenged boy had run away from home and come 
to Mumbai. CHILDLINE Mumbai contacted CHILDLINE 
Kannur for assistance in this case. 

Following this, CHILDLINE Kannur located Riyas’s parents 
with the help of the local police. The child was produced 
before the CWC who directed the Police to escort the child 
back to his family. 

Saved at the nick of time
Mumbai for many is synonymous with the ‘City of 
Dreams.’Many children run away from home in the hope of 
making a better life and being part of a glamorous world. 

Reshma, a 14 year old girl ran away from her home in 
Nanded after a squabble with her mother. She came to the 
city she believed would give her the life she always wanted 
only to realise that she couldn’t even afford a night of rent 
in Mumbai. She was left with no choice but to live off the 
Railway Station. 

On only the second day of her stay at Kalyan Station, she 
was noticed by members of the fl esh trade industry who tried 
desperately to entice her into their world. This incident was 
narrated to CHILDLINE Kalyan by a concerned individual. 

The team reached the location immediately and noticed a 
few women cajoling Reshma into going with them. They 
would later have sold her to a brothel. 

The team intervened by talking to Reshma and counseling 
her. The women kept intruding and trying to convince the 
child otherwise. The team was successful in taking the child 
to the CHILDLINE Centre and extracting details of her 
whereabouts. 

Reshma was later produced before the CWC who directed 
her to a temporary shelter home for the destitute in Titwala. 
Meanwhile, CHILDLINE contacted her brother Mallesh 
Gadappa, who came to CHILDLINE Kalyan and took 
Reshma back home with him. 
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CHILDLINE Bangalore discover illegal 
orphanage
The Sneha Children’s Shelter home in Horamavu was 
immorally camoufl aging the death of an orphan child 
under their supervision. The rescue of 19 other children too 
happened due to the tip off received by the Karnataka State 
Commission for Protection of Child Rights. They inturn 
looked to CHILDLINE for backing.

A search was undertaken at the orphanage by the collaboration 
of CHILDLINE Bangalore, the CWC members, the Labour 
Department, the Special Juvenile Police unit team and the 
KSCPCR members. 

This investigation brought up startling facts about the 
orphanage such as no registration and licence to run the 
organisation, no record of the death of the child (the Child 
Rights Commission sent a notice to the hospital for records 
of the treatment of the child), no admission records, poor 
hygiene conditions and the ill-treatment of the children.

The children shared their personal experiences and it came to 
be known that 6 children between the ages of 0-6 years were 
being housed at this orphanage, violating the Juvenile Justice 
Act. The children were produced before the CWC. The boys 
were directed to the Government Boys Home, 8 girls to the 
Girls Home and 2 babies to Shishugriha (Government home 
for children under six years).

Investigation is still on. A commission was issued to Rita 
Thomas, the trustee of Sneha Children’s Home and she was 
summoned to appear before the commission and submit all 
the necessary documents. 

The orphanage has now been shut down and the children 
have been sent back home. 

A nightmare for minors
“I had to work for 10- 12 hours a day and the sores on my 
hands are very painful. Even though I used to cry with pain 
my employer never listened to my cry and made me work for 
long hours. Now I am happy to be rescued,” said Bablo to 
CHILDLINE Gurgaon team member.

Bablo, an 11-year old boy lived in Bihar with his grandfather. 
He had lost his parents at a tender age and felt like he was 
a burden at home. He decided to runaway to Gurgaon. On 
reaching, he got himself a job at a restaurant. Bablo ended up 
getting bruises and scares, burn marks and cuts in addition to 
being tormented by his employer.

Although he was extremely unhappy at his job, he had no 
other source of income and had to continue working at 

the restaurant. A concerned individual notices Bablo and 
reported his case to CHILDLINE. 

The Police and CHILDLINE rescued the child and arrested 
the employer on charges of Child Labour. 

The child was then directed to the Child Labor Rehabilitation 
Centre in Faridabad by the CWC. An FIR was registered at 
the City Police Station, Gurgaon and the traffi ckers were 
booked under the Indian Penal Code, Child Labour Act, 
Juvenile Justice Act and the Bonded Labour Act. 

The matter was also brought to the notice of the Deputy 
Commissioner of Gurgaon.

Job racket busted in Delhi 
‘We received information that the placement agency located 
in Paharganj was involved in employing minor children as 
domestic servants. Further investigations led to the rescue 
of the girl from Noida. The role of some more persons in the 
racket is also being probed,” said Vivek Kishore, Deputy 
Commissioner of Police (Central), Delhi.

This case is still under review and the Police is still following 
up on any further cases of bonded labour. 

CHILDLINE Delhi received a call about Dinsa, a 10 year 
old girl working as a maid servant in Noida. Her rescue was a 
joint effort by the CHILDLINE team, the Police, the Labour 
Department and the CWC who discovered that she had been 
forcefully working for 6 months for a salary of Rs.1000/-.  
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The owner of the agency, Rekha, was arrested while Sarita 
Taneja, the employer, is on the run. The role of some more 
persons suspected to be involved in the racket is being 
probed,” said Mr.Kishore

A FIR was lodged and the traffi ckers were booked under the 
Indian Penal Code, Child Labour Act, Juvenile Justice Act 
and the Bonded Labour Act. The matter was also brought to 
the notice of the CWC. 

A large scale networking exercise between the Labour 
Department, Vivek Kishore, Deputy Commissioner of Police 
(Central), Delhi resulted in the arrest of traffi ckers and the  
rescue of little Dinsa. The CHILDLINE team is following 
up with the case and the Police is also probing whether the 
agency has employed more minor girls. 

Girls run away to avoid school lessons 
Sainaba came from a lower income family including her 
parents and 5 siblings. She father was a fi sherman who 
worked hard to educate his children. 

On the other hand, his daughter was bored with school and 
didn’t pay much heed during her classes. Her mother, a 
housewife, would beat her up in order to have her focus on 
her studies. 

Sainaba and her class mate Nazhla ran away from home in 
order to avoid going to school. They took a train to Nagercoil 
and roamed the Railway Station. The girls were observed 
by the Sub Inspector, Nagercoil Railway police who called 
CHILDLINE Coimbatore for help. 

When the girls were taken to the centre, they were reluctant 
to share and details with the team but eventually gave their 
parents’ address and contact information. The next day, the 
parents came to the centre and were counseled along with the 
children. Today, both the girls happily attend school

Modern-day slavery
CHILDLINE Cuttack provides medical assistance to a child 
burnt in a factory 

Born in a village in Orissa, Munna loved to Chennai with 
his parents. Unable to support the family with his piteous 
salary, Munna’s father would abuse him and forced him to 
start supporting himself. 

At a tender age of 12 years, he began working at a factory 
for long hours, suffered physical torment and didn’t get paid 
by his employer. Munna had never been to school. All he had 
been subject to in life was smoke and fumes from machinery 
and pouring petrol into the fi re point. 
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During one such mundane day at work, Munna got severely 
burnt by fi re and needed immediate medical assistance. The 
factory authorities didn’t bother with the child; hence the 
family had to move back to their village to provide him with 
necessary treatment. 

Unable to support the extensive medical treatment, Munna’s 
parents contacted CHILDLINE Cuttack for help. He was 
admitted at the SCB Medical College and Hospital in the 
Burn ward. The treatment started and CHILDLINE took 
care of all the fi nances.  During the counseling session with 
Munna and his parents, he expressed not wanting to go back 
to the factory. 

He said ‘At work the supervisor used to beat me with a belt. 
He did this two or three time and also tied with a chain that 
was attached to the wall to my leg, if I didn’t do my work 
properly.’ Munna underwent 6 months of treatment before 
he recovered. He is currently admitted to school and lives 
happily with his family. 

CHILDLINE Calicut rescued 282 children in 
one year 
Prompt response to emeregency situations and meticulous 
intervention helped save the lives of 282 children from 
miserable circumstances. 

CHILDLINE Calicut rescued 47 children (14 boys and 33 
girls) from the grip of child labour in the Kozhikode district 
between October 2009 to September 2010. 

The rescue had been conducted with the support of the local 
police and the members of the CWC. All of the rescued 
children were sent to orphanages, ensuring them a better 
standard of living. In total, 88 children (45 boys and 43 girls) 
were provided shelter in various locations within the State. 
They were rehabilitated on request by their parents, who 
were unable to look after the children. Among them, 11 were 
below fi ve years of age.

CHILDLINE also played a crucial role in bringing back 
91 children. Majority of the children were found in fl ats 
and residential areas. Child beggars were also traced and 
rehabilitated by the volunteers. Another area where the 
Childline made effective intervention was counselling 
through the phone. 

Altogether, around 3,872 calls were received at the helpdesk 
seeking guidance and for a solution for various personal 
problems. According to the data available, 2,197 boys and 
1,675 girls utilised the facility within the past year.

Children unveiled instances of sexual assault and mental 
harassment at home but the majority of the cases were 
related to children’s isolation at home and issues relating to 
academic activities. 

Visually Challenged girl sees hope for a better 
tomorrow 
Anusha was confi ned to the four walls of her home only 
because she was blind. She always aspired to attend school 
and grow up to become a teacher, but her poor parents 
couldn’t lend a hand in making her dream a reality.
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CHILDLINE Gwalior met Anusha during an outreach 
programme and wanted to delve further into her story. They 
visited her home in the Laxmi Ganj slum area to fi nd her the 
poor conditions she lived her. 

A medical checkup stated that Anusha’s blindness could 
never be cured. Hence, CHILDLINE spoke to her parents 
and encouraged them to send her to school. As they had no 
means of funding her education, they turned to CHILDLINE 
for help. Anusha was admitted to the Amar Jyoti blind girl’s 
school in Standard fi rst after CHILDLINE met with the 
principal of the school. 

The school started providing her training in special skills 
such as braille, orientation, mobility, use of special devices, 
activities of daily living etc. After an initial preparation 
Anusha was given a Braille Kit comprising the basic 
educational devices needed by blind children. 

Anusha is now studying in second standard and is fully 
conversant with English braille grade fi rst and can read the 
same with considerable speed and accuracy. 

She has been taught to write on the braille slate and later has 
been given a brailler by School which she can use with reasonable 
profi ciency.

Anusha is extremely diligent and has progressed a 
considerable amount both at home and at school. There is 
no doubt that she has a bright academic future ahead of her 
despite being blind and belonging to a poor family. 

Anti- child labour campaign, a joint effort
CHILDLINE Guwahati, the Police Department and the 
Labour department joint hands to launch an anti-child labour 
campaign on November 13, 2010 as a result of a phone call 
received on 1098. It was brought to their knowledge that 
11 children were working in hotels and restaurants in the 
districts of Bamunimaidam, New Guwahati and Noonmati. 

The rescue was carried out successfully. The children were 
counseled and provided the necessary care and protection. 
Details of their whereabouts were documented and it was 
learnt that the children were being kept at a shelter home in 
Fatasil Ambari. 

The children were directed by the CWC to the Residential 
Bridge Course School at Sonapur for rehabilitative training. 
An FIR was registered against the hotel owners for violation 
of the Child Labour Act. CHILDLINE is still following up 
on the case. 

CHILDLINE Delhi, Nagpur, 
Hyderabad, Coimbatore, Indore, 
Ahmedabad, Vijayawada, Chandigarh, Allahabad, 
Ranchi, Wayanad, Imphal, Thrissur, Tirunelveli, Ujjain, 
Kota, Rourkela, Murshidabad, Gorakhpur, Gwalior, 
Darbhanga, Kolkata, Bhopal, Kochi, Guwahati, 
Vishakapatnam, Sholapur, Andaman, Nagapattinam, 
Kishanganj, Kasaragod, Kannur, Thane. 

Happy Birthday

Names of all childrens have been changed to protect them12
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Education is the key to development. It empowers an 
individual and enables a nation. Education has given many 
of us the opportunities to lead a better quality life and 
attain our goals. However, for millions of Indian children, 
education remains a distant dream - due to poverty, caste, 
gender discrimination and lack of access to schools. The 
quality education remains the most important tool towards 
the realization of rights of all children. 

The elementary education in India: Where do we stand? 
Education in India is on the concurrent list. This means 
that while the Centre is responsible for providing general 
direction in terms of educational policy and curriculum, the 
running of the vast school network is the responsibility of 
individual state governments.   

Article 45 of the Indian Constitution states that, “The State 
shall strive to provide free and compulsory education to all 
citizens up to the age of 14” and the 93rd Constitutional 
Amendment (1994) made education a fundamental right that 
guarantees free and compulsory education to all children in 
the age group of 6 – 14. 

The elementary education is considered a basic 
developmental right of every child. However, the right 
remains largely unrealized:

India spends only 3.3 percent of its GDP on education, 
compared to an average 5.8 percent in developed 
countries. GOI had made a commitment to spend 6% of 
GDP on education in 1968, however the highest spend 
made so far is 4% of GDP.
53% of girls in the age group of 5 to 9 years are illiterate. 
1 in 40, primary school in India is conducted in open 
spaces or tents. 
Dropout rates increase alarmingly in class III to V - its 
50% for boys, 58% for girls.
The number of recognised schools imparting elementary 
education is over 1,285,576, of which 80% are 
Government-run. 
The number of children enrolled in Grades I-V in 2009 
was 1,34,377,324, and in Grades V-VIII was 53,350,189 

(DISE 2008-2009 Flash Statistics, National University for Educational Planning and 
Administration [www.nuepa.org]).

As a signatory to the United Nations Convention on Rights of 
the Child (UNCRC), India already recognises fundamental 

rights of children to Survival, Development, Protection 
and Participation. Honouring the commitment made to the 
nation’s children in Article 21A of the Constitution, The 
Right of Children to the Right of Children to Free and 
compulsory Education Act 2009 (Popularly referred to as 
RTE) has now become operational. 

The Right to Education Act 2009 
The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education 
Act or Right to Education Act (RTE), which was passed 
by the Indian parliament on 4 August 2009, describes the 
modalities of the provision of free and compulsory education 
for all children between 6 and 14 years in India under Article 
21A of the Indian Constitution. 

The Right to Education Act has been debated, discussed and 
deliberated by experts before it became a law. The RTE Act 
is the fi rst legislation in the world that puts the responsibility 
of ensuring enrollment, attendance and completion, on the 
Government.

The Right to Education Act 2009 ensures
Free, compulsory education for all children from all 
ages 6-14 in a neighborhood school till completion of 
elementary education.
Mandated quality of education, including periodic 
teacher training, and quality monitoring.
Focus on continuous evaluation of students.
Local community participation in schools.
Government will set up or upgrade existing schools to 
meet quality, or it will provide for transportation and fees 
to nearby private schools.
Special provisions for disabled children, the Act 
guarantees all children with disabilities to the fundamental 
right to education.

The Right to Education (RTE) Act grants every child, 
between the age bracket of 6 to 14 years, the right to free and 
quality education. The Act also specifi es minimum norms in 
government schools and in private schools, a reservation of 
25% of seats to children from poor families (to be reimbursed 
by the state as part of the public-private partnership plan).

The Act makes it obligatory on part of state governments 
and local bodies to ensure that every child gets education 

Every Child has a Right to Education
The Right to Free and Compulsory Education Act, came to effect on April 1, 2010 could alter the educational landscape. The 
RTE is rolling out fast in all states and will have signifi cant impact on roles of organisations in the child space. Hello Childline 
gives you some pointers on RTE … The enforcement of this right represents a momentous step forward in our 100-year struggle 
for universalizing elementary education.
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in a school in the neighbourhood. Any cost that prevents a 
child from accessing school will be borne by the State which 
shall have the responsibility of enrolling the child as well as 
ensuring attendance and completion of 8 years of schooling. 

The RTE will ensure that quality education is provided to 
children of all community, including minorities and backward 
classes. RTE also calls for improving school infrastructure 
and training teachers so that every child in India has access 
to a quality education. 

No child shall be denied admission for want of documents; 
no child shall be turned away if the admission cycle in the 
school is over and no child shall be asked to take an admission 
test. Children with disabilities will also be educated in the 
mainstream schools. 
 
How does RTE promote Child-Friendly Schools?
All schools must comply with infrastructure and teacher 
norms for an effective learning environment. Two trained 
teachers will be provided for every sixty students at the 
primary level.

Teachers are required to attend school regularly and 
punctually, complete curriculum instruction, assess learning 
abilities and hold regular parent-teacher meetings. The 
number of teachers shall be based on the number of students 
rather than by grade.

The state will ensure adequate support to teachers leading 
to improved learning outcomes of children. The community 
and civil society will have an important role to play in 
collaboration with the SMCs to ensure school quality with 
equity. The state will provide the policy framework and 
create an enabling environment to ensure RTE becomes a 
reality for every child.

RTE from the perspective of children. 
The Act mandates children’s right to an education that is free 
from fear, stress and anxiety. There are several provisions 
in the Act, including provisions prohibiting corporal 
punishment, detention and expulsion, which require us to 
revisit conventional notions of discipline and control, and 
explore alternative approaches to classroom management, 
including peer behaviour, teacher-child and teacher-parent 
relationships.

Watchdog: Mechanism for if RTE violations?
The National or the State Commission for Protection of Child 
Rights is responsible for examining the safeguards for rights 
under the act and recommending measures for effective 
implementation. The Commission has been assigned the task 
to monitor the implementation of RTE act. A special division 
of NCPCR would play active role in ensuring its successful 
implementation.

The Commission is also responsible for inquiring into 
complaints relating to child’s rights to free and compulsory 
education. 

The passing of the Right of Children to Free and Compulsory 
Education (RTE) Act 2009 marks a historic moment for the 
children of India. It is also important to ensure the proper 
implementation of the Act and the implementation will 
directly benefi t close to one crore children who do not go to 
schools at present. These children, who have either dropped 
out from schools or have never been to any educational 
institution, will be enrolled in schools. The reach and effect 
RTE Act on the primary education landscape could be 
enormous.

Fast facts: RTE
The RTE Act is the fi rst legislation in the world that puts the responsibility of ensuring enrollment, attendance and completion, on the Government.
The Government of India is committed to ensuring that all children irrespective of gender and social category have access to education. The 86th 
Amendment to the Constitution and the RTE Act acts as a tool to provide quality education to all our children. This Act serves as a building block to 
ensure that every child has his or her right (as an entitlement) to get a quality elementary education, and that the State, with the help of families and 
communities, fulfi ls this obligation. 

The 86th Constitution Amendment and the RTE Act have provided us the tools to provide quality education to all our children. It is now imperative 
that we, the people of India, join hands to ensure the implementation of this law in its true spirit. The government is committed to this task though real 
change will happen only through collective action

“About a hundred years ago a great son of India, Gopal Krishna Gokhale, urged the Imperial Legislative Assembly to confer on the Indian people the 
Right to Education. About ninety years later the Constitution of India was amended to enshrine the Right to Education as a fundamental right. Today, 
our Government comes before you to redeem the pledge of giving all our children the right to elementary education. The Right of Children to Free and 
Compulsory Education Act, enacted by Parliament in August 2009, has come into force today.”
Dr. Manmohan Singh, Prime Minister of India, in his address to nation on Fundamental Right of Children to Elementary Education, April 1 ,2010.
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An exclusive interview with Farida 
Lambay on the RTE by Nishit Kumar, 
Head Communication and Strategic 
Initiatives and Sudeesh PM, Editor, 
Hello Childline on December 28, 2010 
at Nirmala Niketan College, Mumbai. 

Farida Lambay, Vice Principal, Nirmala 
Niketan College of Social Work, 
Mumbai and Co- Founder of Pratham 
Mumbai, Member, Maharashtra State 
Commission for Protection of Child 
Rights, Member of NCPCR Advisory 
Panel for implementation of RTE and 
Member of Advisory Panel on Child 
Labour. Excerpts:

Nishit: Please brief us on the status 
of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) and 
the RTE in Maharashtra. Are both 
running concurrently? What is the 
current status? 
Farida: As you know, the RTE Act is 
operational since April and SSA as a 
program or as a scheme is also being 
implemented. 

A slight modifi cation now - instead of 
looking at SSA only for the primary 
schools that is 6-14, it is also looked 
at higher classes- they are calling it the 
Madhyamic Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan and 
the scheme is just being launched.

Yes. There is a confusion right now about 
RTE and SSA but what is important, is 
that Act is supreme and now everything 

that happens in this sector related to 
education of children will be governed 
by RTE Act and I understand SSA 
programs are being merged with RTE. 

Some of them are even closed for e.g., 
the RTE says that every child has to be 
in a formal school whereas the SSA has 
schemes which cater to out-of-school 
children and to the scheme of bridge 
classes. What I have seen in Mumbai 
and Maharashtra, they sent Government 
Resolutions (GRs) to everybody to close 
down bridge classes and to see that all 
children have to be a part of the formal 
school.

The RTE Act has been launched 
but within the RTE Act there is a 
window period of 3 years so what the 
Government is looking at is all children 
will be in school, should be in formal 
school, however reality on the ground is 
different. 

The Government has given itself and all 
of us a 3 year window period whereby 

all children will be in school till then 
there will be certain schemes which will 
be running simultaneously.

Nishit: Has the Maharashtra 
Government set aside a budget or a 
grant for RTE?
Farida: Yes. The Maharashtra 
Government has set a budget for RTE 
and SSA money which has coming in as 
the RTE grant is partly being used.

Nishit: As you are aware, India is 
a signatory to the UN CRC - in your 
opinion, the four basic rights of a child: 
Survival, Development, Protection and 
Participation - are they adequately 
provided for in our legislative 
framework? 
Farida: If you are looking at the 
legistatory framework of RTE, the 
Act, then no; it is the way you kind of 
absolutely interpret these rights in the 
RTE. My fi rst response would be: yes, 
the Right to Education is a beautiful 
piece of document and it has taken care 
of all the clauses. 

INTERVIEW: RTE Impact on Child Rights & Child Protection 

The RTE will directly impact Child Rights and Child Protection in India- Farida Lambay

The RTE Act has been launched 
but within the RTE Act there is a 
window period of 3 years so what 
the Government is looking at is all 
children will be in school, should be 
in formal school, however reality 
on the ground is different. 
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put in school and how is she going be 
retained. 

I think we are really not geared up for 
differently abled children (disability) 
and this is a huge gap. If you look at the 
Right to protection, and talking about 
every child- I think government is not so 
geared up for that either. 
                      
Nishit: The NCPCR and the SCPCR 
have a defi ned role in RTE monitoring 
in the Act. How are NCPCR / SCPCR 
geared for handling issues of RTE? 
Have they defi ned any mechanism or 
protocols?
Farida: NCPCR has now set up an 
Advisory Committee on education 
alone and I also happen to be a part 
of that committee and there are many 
from Government and Non government 
sector on this committee. 
 
The term of reference of this committee 
has been to look at RTE Act, to help/
facilitate/monitor the RTE Act and what 
does the National Commission do to 
get every child in school and actually 
implement the RTE Act. 

There is much progress, we have already 
met 5 times, and there is a special cell on 
RTE Act within the NCPCR.

Across the country, many States have 
now appointed Education Offi cers/ State 
representatives who will help NCPCR 
to monitor the implementation of RTE 
as neither NCPCR nor SCPCR is an 
implementing body. 
                      
Looking at Maharashtra of which I am a 
member, Maharashtra State Commission 

If you look at a child’s right to play then 
the Act also says that an ideal school 
should have a sports ground, all the 
equipment and extracurricular activities 
so basically one is again talking about 
Right to Recreation and Right to 
Development so I would see it kind of 
covers. 

The other part in the RTE act is also 
talking about Protection and for me 
that is a very important aspect of all 
the rights of children because Right to 
protection is a supreme right and even 
education should be looked under the 
umbrella of the protection.

Nishit: The RTE has added a new 
right for children of 6-14 i.e., Right 
to Education. In your opinion, is 
the Government geared up for the 
implication of recognizing this as a 
Child Right?
Farida: The Government atleast, you 
look at Maharashtra State, there is a lot 
of orientation and prabhodan’s which 
had happening at all level to gear up for 
the same.

The civil society partners and other 
partners such as UNICEF along with 
Government is gearing up for this 
right - What Government is geared up 
is basically for bringing all children to 
school, basically children who are not in 
diffi cult circumstances.

Nishit: For bringing in children to 
school or setting up of the school 
Infrastructure? 
Farida: I would say, for bringing 
children in school will automatically 
translates the need for infrastructure and 
teachers. Overall, they are quite geared 
up for this. 

What they are not geared up is the 
qualitative aspect: How are we going 
to really put the child who is on the 
last step of the ladder and most diffi cult 
circumstances, how is she going to be 

is already in place with a 7 member 
implementing body. This is the only 
Commission which has all the members 
in place and there is an offi ce and there 
is a TOR given to the Commission.

RTE is one of the very important 
mandate. As part of the Commission, 
we held regional consultations all over 
Maharashtra, we are also about to start a 
helpline in SCPCR.
         
SCPCR is looking at whether we 
should have a helpline starting in the 
Commission’s offi ce or should we be 
partnering with CHILDLINE.

Under the RTE Act, the Commission 
should be starting a helpline which 
can be accessed by anybody, a child or 
any adult. Another thing which we are 
planning to have for Commission is, 
the MP/SP i.e., Maharashtra Shikhshan 
Parishath, who is implementing 
authority of RTE, has money for the 
Commission to monitor per school. The 
Commission is going to look at how we 
will monitor. RTE has given mandate 
to Commission to monitor through its 
agencies.

Nishit: Do you have any protocol/ 
mechanism to address issues to 
NCPCR/SCPCR?
Farida: Basically, NCPCR is now 
creating one protocol, SCPCR needs 
to have a protocol, what we have is 
a mandate to issue summons, we can 
have hearing of different people, but 
a recommendary power, it is not that 
you can punish the violation, you can 
recommend. 

INTERVIEW: RTE Impact on Child Rights & Child Protection 

RTE is one of the very important 
mandate. As part of the Commission, 
we held regional consultations 
all over Maharashtra, we are also 
about to start a helpline in SCPCR.

I would be very happy, if a 
child picks up a helpline with 
CHILDLINE or at the helpline 
of Commission and say I have 
been thrown out or I haven’t been 
admitted in the school.
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We have not been able to actually 
implement our mandate 100% but we 
are still in the process.

We need to go region wise, district 
wise and create helplines and create 
committees, to see how the education 
right is implemented at the district level 
because by sitting in Mumbai, you can’t 
talk about RTE being implemented. 

The other thing which is happening is 
that we are creating awareness drive all 
over State so that any violations like not 
admitting the children, charging fees, 
having any kind of discrimination, not 
having space in school, all these cases 
can be reported to the Commission. 

To tell you the truth that many cases 
have come to Commission and 
Commission has handled it by putting 
them up to different departments so I 
think it is just the matter of the time that 
we need to make people aware so that 
directly children can also come to the 
Commission. 

I would be very happy, if a child picks 
up a helpline with CHILDLINE or at 
the helpline of Commission and say I 
have been thrown out or I haven’t been 
admitted in the school.

Nishit: In your opinion who will have 
to play the role of ‘’intervention’’ to 
children who fail to benefi t from RTE? 
What would such intervention imply?
Farida: I think, fi rst of all, RTE is already 
implemented and as far as the deadline 
is concerned, by September, all school 
management committee in Maharashtra 
should have been in place but court 
cases by private schools challenging the 
25% quota in Mumbai is not resolved.

In rural areas of Maharashtra, the school 
committees are already in place but who 
is there in the management committees 
and what is their orientation is a question 
mark.

When we are talking about the 
development sector, one very important 
role of any oganisations is they have 
a role in positioning themselves and 
in seeing whether the RTE is being 
implemented. 

We must make sure that we have data, we 
have case studies, we identify violations 
and bring it to the Government, so it is 
an intervention role but I have slightly 
different take that NGOs running and 
starting classes and schools - this is 
clearly the Government’s role.

I think development sector has not 
realised the role and not ready to take on 
this role, vigilant role. We talk about advocacy 
but advocacy also needs to be defi ned. 

Though we talk about the role of 
Government - this is clear but even today 
there are gaps about quality education, 
children are not still learning whether in 
Bombay or in Maharashtra. 

Now there are meetings happening 
everywhere and some of the NGOs are 
part of those meeting with Government 
so where we are saying that the advocacy 
is how do you make the syllabus pro-
child and how do you make the entire 
continuous evaluation to look at the 
child’s academic development. 

Nishit: Chapter 3 Clause 8 of the 
act defi nes the responsibility of the 
Government. How will they be held 
accountable for this? If the Government 
fails in this how will the child rights be 
enforced?

Farida: One is the creation of 
autonomous bodies, State Commissions 
which are supposed to play this role. 
Ideally speaking, they should be 
given teeth and authority, as it is an 
autonomous body and not a Government 
body though it is an act of the State. 

Secondly I feel what is not yet clear 
which needs debate - What do we mean 
by successful completion? Are we going 
to say that the child who has completed 
age 14 is not within the mandate of 
RTE Act or are we saying that he /she 
successfully completed 8th Standard 
and now ready for 9th Standard? 

Maharashtra Government is not very 
clear about this yet. Currently, there are 
no clear mechanisms putforth on this 
and it is one of the action points of the 
SCPCR. May be the development sector 
could also to work on this.

Nishit: Clause 11 of chapter 3 indicates 
that the Government may provide free - 
pre-school education to 3-6 year old to 
prepare them for school? How will this 
be implemented?
Farida: No, Maharashtra Government 
has no plans but the Municipal 
Corporation has become a little more 
progressive infact they have got a plan 
and they have already started pre-school 
within their own school buildings.

I have not seen any plan except the ICDS 
for below the age of 6 years but pre-
school component in that is very limited 
so there is a need a need to create a kind 
of a white paper and submit it to the new 
minister to really look at the preschool 
program everywhere, looking at the 
migration, number of children. One can 
never say you have covered all children. 

My suggestion to Maharashtra 
Government will be to look at the ICDS 
program, make that a strong program and 
have the pre-school program as a formal 
program within the ICDS because you 

INTERVIEW: RTE Impact on Child Rights & Child Protection 

We must make sure that we have 
data, we have case studies, we 
identify violations and bring it to the 
Government, so it is an intervention 
role but I have slightly different 
take that NGOs running and starting 
classes and schools - this is clearly 
the Government’s role.
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violating Schools/ teachers be booked 
with a FIR?
Farida: In the state rules, they have been 
defi ned. The corporal punishment is not 
only physical but also mental torture, 
class/ community discrimination. 

The State rules have defi ned all this. 
They are looking at amending Service 
rules of teachers at school. They are 
discussing with union. There might be 
a little resistance and this is not going 
to be an easy task but NCPCR and with 
Government authority and needs to be 
take this on. This is enforceable. 

Just now Government has passed all GRs 
which have no fi nancial implications, 
like close down this and now they are 
coming to quality issues by focusing 
on out-of-school children because that 
is under SSA. That is going on. I feel 
teachers have to be taken in confi dence. 

I feel a lot of dialogue has to happen 
with teachers. The entire RTE Act is 
now implemented, the onus is on the 
Government and the engine is teachers 
and principal at school is the vehicle. 

The teachers have not taken on both 
fully but need to be taken in complete 
confi dence; I don’t feel we, even in the 
development sector are having a dialogue 
with teachers, whether it is teacher’s 
union, teacher union representatives. 

The roles of teachers under RTE Act 
is important. Currenly there are no 
dialogue and there should be dialogue 
and no mechanism for dialogue. The 
Development sector could take the 
initiative.

have the money, infrastructure, teachers 
in place and need a little bit of effort for 
training. 

A Second thing could be to look at 
the pre school program with all the 
corporations in Maharashtra whether 
be it Nashik, Aurangabad and to 
introduce a school within the municipal 
corporations itself so that the dropout 
rate is low. That way you are also trying 
to be within the mandate fundamental to 
right to education. 

There is no ICDS program in Urdu and 
Hindi but only in Marathi so looking at 
Mumbai especially where wards such 
as M ward, most of the families speak 
Urdu, children don’t want to go ICDS 
program as their mother tongue is not 
Marathi and hence stay out of school. 

Nishit: The responsibility of schools 
is defi ned in the Act. Who is the 
enforcement mechanism for this? How 
will intervention against schools be 
handled?
Farida: Act gives the rule. There 
are district rules which have come 
up.Maharashtra Government has put up 
the State rules. Karnataka State rules are 
quite progressive. Here rules are defi ned 
and in the State rules, they have also 
defi ned penalties like violations, given 
procedures.

Secondly, there will be a window where 
such complaints will be accepted. A 
dedicated RTE offi cer, will be there. 
Complainants need to visit the offi cer 
and case has to be heard in 8-10 days 
and if they don’t listen to it then you can 
go to the next step. 

The gap in the act is that child can’t go 
directly to the court for the violations. 
It does violate Article 21 (A) of the 
Constitution. 

If you really look strictly by act then you 
can’t directly go to the court so there is 
a big gap. The amendment needs to take 
place in this. 

Nishit: Clause 16 of chapter 4 says no 
child may be expelled or held back? 
How will this affect schools who have 
annual exam system for promotion?
Farida: You can’t have annual 
examination now. So they have infact 
also passed a resolution everywhere that 
you can’t have annual examination. The 
opposite has happened, the fl ip side that 
all children should be passed. 

See, the clause and act, if you go very 
carefully, it is not saying that all children 
should be passed; the logic of this is 
instead of having one exam at the end 
of the year. 

The continuous comprehensive 
evaluation (CCE) and focused 
educational outcome/ goals against that 
child should be looked at. 

The Act says that. Maharashtra 
Government didn’t have any indicators. 
We need a system where uniformly 
all schools will follow one practice of 
examination system.

Nishit: Clause 17 (1) of chapter 
4 prohibits physical punishment 
and mental harassment. What are 
the defi nitions for these? What 
interventions can be done for this? Will 

There is no ICDS program in Urdu 
and Hindi but only in Marathi 
so looking at Mumbai especially 
where wards such as M ward, most 
of the families speak Urdu, children 
don’t want to go ICDS program as 
their mother tongue is not Marathi 
and hence stay out of school. 

The gap in the act is that child 
can’t go directly to the court for the 
violations. It does violate Article 21 
(A) of the Constitution. There is a 
big gap & amendment needs to take 
place in this. 

I feel a lot of dialogue has to happen 
with teachers. The entire RTE Act 
is now implemented, the onus is 
on the Government & the engine is 
teachers & principal at school is the 
vehicle. 

INTERVIEW: RTE Impact on Child Rights & Child Protection 
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Nishit: Clause 17 (2) merely suggests 
violations will be subject to disciplinary 
action under service rules applicable. 
Do schools have any service rules 
about this?
Farida: The State is setting up a local 
institution with a window mechanism 
where parents can approach the RTE 
offi cer with their complaints (similar to 

RTI offi cer). The offi cer is going to be a 
Government offi cial from the Education 
department. 

As SCPCR, if committees are formed, 
they not only help the SCPCR to monitor 
but also alert it on violations. They can 
also play a role with these offi cers and 
can bridge the gap. 

Gram Panchayat, School Management 
Committee, Village Level Committee, if 
these bodies can be strengthened and if 
we can look at the education as a major 
agenda with these panchayats, I think 
we will do a good job instead of just 
squarely depend on the Act.

Not all civil society partners have a good 
understanding of RTE and NGOs need 
to understand the RTE Act fully. We also 
need to study the act and look at it clause 
by clause and map with JJ act and what 
are the overlapping areas.

The RTE is going to have an 
extraordinary impact on child protection 

initiatives in the country because of the 
kind of clauses it has. We should also 
study the Act properly, wait and watch 
in the sense and don’t get in to the action 
immediately but study the act properly. 
Let us engage with the Government and 
demonstrate to them.

Nishit: School is an important space 
for a child. Do you think for some 
reasons we have missed to make the 
Child Protection Policy, a part of the 
statutory infrastructure/program in 
schools? 
Farida: Every school under RTE 
act must adopt a standardised Child 
Protection Policy (CPP). We need to 
do immediately is that while the RTE 
has been talking about infrastructure 
development starting about constructing 
schools, need to list out all the protections 
clauses in the RTE and operationalise it 
to action polices and need to be made 
compulsory and then to the Sate Rules.

The Government wants to do tangibles 
and we will be very progressive if we 
do one Child protection Policy (CPP). 
The commission is already looking at a 
Child Protection Policy as Government 
doesn’t have a policy. The subset of the 
policy can be entire thing on protection. 

The basic safety is a requirement and 
we need to make sure a Child friendly 
space is provided for children. We loose 
out very often as we talk about right 
to freedom, participation which are 
notional but NGOs need to be concrete. 

Nishit: Final word on impact of RTE 
on Child Protection?
Farida: Final word is that I am very 
hopeful that RTE will protect the child. 
I think RTE will have an impact and we 
should be able to protect our children, 
especially children who are in the most 
diffi cult circumstances. 

The focus must be on the poorest and 
most vulnerable since these groups 
are the most disempowered and at the 
greatest risk of violation or denial of 
their right to education.I think we owe 
it to them so the future generation of 
children are protected.

 
Part 2 of CHILDLINE 1098 & 
Telecom Connectivity will be 
featured in the next issue of hello 
Childline

IN THE NEXT ISSUE:IN THE NEXT ISSUE:
The RTE is going to have an 
extraordinary impact on child 
protection initiatives in the country 
because of the kind of clauses it has. 
We should also study the Act properly. 
Let us engage with the Government 
and demonstrate to them.

The basic safety is a requirement 
and we need to make sure a Child 
friendly space is provided for 
children. We loose out very often 
as we talk about right to freedom, 
participation which are notional but 
NGOs need to be concrete.

INTERVIEW: RTE Impact on Child Rights & Child Protection 
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ShimlaShimla
District Task Force Committee to ensure ‘Child 
Labour free’ city 
November 17th, 2010
Outcome of the meeting
• The District Task Force Committee was constituted 

to ensure a Child Labour free city and to take 
on in a broader perspective the concept of Child 
Protection under the Child Labour (Prohibition & 
Regulation Act, 1986)

 
• 325 Child Labour cases in Shimla to be immediately 

addressed by the Police as assured by Mr. Sonal 
Mohan Agnihotri, the Superintendant of Police

• New entrants in Shimla CAB- Representative of 
the Transport Department, Municipal Committee, 
Media/Public Relations Offi cer and Private 
Telecom Department

• Child Labour Survey proposal to be submitted 
by CHILDLINE Shimla and funding to be given 
by District Collectorate Offi ce (as invited by the 
District Commissioner)

Malappuram 
Community Police to assist in awareness programme 
September 14th, 2010
Outcome of the meeting
• Chairperson of the meeting- Mr. P. Abdul Rahiman, 

Additional District Magistrate, Malappuram 

• CHILDLINE Malappuram and Community police 
to jointly initiate awareness campaign on 1098

• Ban Child Beggary- CHILDLINE to submit 
proposal to the Social Welfare Department

• CWC to arrange for transport vehicles during rescue 
and intervention for CHILDLINE coordinators. A 
result of sharing drawbacks with the CWC

• NICP Workshop to focus on Child Sexual Abuse, 
Child Labour and Child Marriage

Thakurganj
Block Level Advisory Meeting 
August 28th, 2010
Outcome of the meeting
• The meeting was presided over by the Block 

Development Offi cer of Thakurganj

In every CHILDLINE city a CHILDLINE 
Advisory Board (CAB) is formed soon after the 
CHILDLINE Service is launched in the city. It 
is a thoroughly tried and tested element of the 
CHILDLINE Model. 

It acts as a panel that brings together decision makers 
of allied systems organizations (Police, Healthcare 
sector, Education sector, Telecom, Municipality, 
Offi cials of the State Women & Child Department, 
Railways, Judiciary, etc) and presents issues of 
children in the city as gathered from children in 
Open house sessions and during case interventions.

The CAB provides a platform for CHILDLINE 
to directly interface with allied systems to resolve 
issues. It also ensures that all allied systems 
organizations are active stakeholders in Child 
Protection. CAB meets are scheduled to happen 
once a quarter.
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• CHILDLINE participation in the committee 
meeting of the Government Offi cials after Block 
Development Offi cer issues a circular to the 
respective departments at the Block level

• Free Medical treatment and top priority to cases 
referred by CHILDLINE as communicated by 
the person-in-charge at the Block Primary Health 
Centre

• CHILDLINE a member of Rogi Kalyan Samity as 
mentioned by the offi cer at Primary Health Centre

Madurai 
CHILDINE Service extension to rural districts
November 26th, 2010
Outcome of the meeting
• Chairperson of the meeting- Mr.C.Kamaraj, IAS, 

District Collector of Madurai, Chairman of CAB 
and CHILDLINE Madurai

• Mrs.P.Premalata, Nodal Director, CHILDLINE 
Madurai welcomed the gathering

 
• Expansion of CHILDLINE to rural districts as 

suggested by Mr.C.Kamaraj and to Keela Kalandhri 
village as suggested by Dr.P.N.Narayana Raja, 
Principal Madurai Institute of Social Sciences

• Awareness on CHILDLINE with hoardings at 
Bus stands, Railway Stations, Children’s Parks, 
Madurai Corporation schools and Police Stations 
in addition to a Marathon for College students to 
be organised by CHILDLINE

• NICP Workshop to be held for School teachers and 
the Police Department

• Children’s Club in all schools in Madurai
 
Pune
Challenges and Achievements of CHILDLINE Pune
December 13th, 2010
Outcome of the meeting
• Meeting presided by Ms.Anuradha Saharabuddhe, 

Director of CHILDLINE Pune

• Discussion on the increase of calls from 1,500 p/m 
in 2001 to 18,000 p/m in 2010 and the call centre

• Balsena (team of children in various schools) 
recognised by the Child Rights Commission and 
nominated to the education committee. Balsena 

brings to light the irregularities in the mid-day 
meal programme, repair of stinking toilets, leaking 
drainage systems and investigation of child 
marriage and child labour cases

• Child Abuse Campaign- organise to sensitise 
parents, teachers and children on the rising issue 
in society

 
Salem 
Aspects of child safety
November 13th, 2010
Outcome of the meeting
• Meeting convened by District Collector, Salem 

and the Nodal Director of CHILDLINE Salem 
welcomed the gathering

• CHILDLINE Centre Coordinator of Salem briefed 
everyone on the call statistics and activities at 
CHILDLINE. Rekha Priyadarshini, Mayor of 
Salem, Y. John. Nicholson, the Superintendent of 
the Police were also present 

• 1098 hoardings- Mayor of Salem was requested 
for necessary arrangements placing CHILDLINE 
hoardings in Salem

• CHILDLINE 1098 notice boards to be placed at 
all schools

• CHILDLINE to provide counseling to parents as 
instructed by Chief Educational Offi cer of Salem

• Child beggary awareness drive- Deputy 
Commissioner of Police to assist CHILDLINE 
with regard to awareness drive

• CHILDLINE Salem congratulated for preventing 
Child Marriages in Salem

• Awareness campaign for Child Marriage and its 
legal implications – to be launched by CHILDLINE

Shillong 
December 8th, 2010
Outcome of the meeting
• The Labour department to tie up with the Education 

Department under Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan for the 
rehabilitation packages to the children rescued 
from Child Labour

• Separate units to be set up for children committing 
petty and major crimes at the children’s home at 
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Cleve Colony as instructed by the JJB Magistrate

• Domestic Violence- issue to be addressed by the 
Department of Social Welfare by organising a 
meeting including the Police force and protection 
offi cers from districts in the state

Guwahati 
September 14th, 2010
Outcome of the meeting
• The meeting was chaired by the Divisional 

Commissioner of the Kamrup District

• Diffi culty in intervention and rehabilitation 
of domestic and child labour as expressed by 
CHILDLINE

• Provision of vehicle support for interventions and 
rescue operations by the District Administration. 
A circular about the same to be issued to the 
Government and Private Hospitals in Guwahati

Imphal 
October 4th, 2010
Outcome of the meeting
• Chairperson of the meeting- M. Lakshmikumar 

Singh, IAS, Chairman, CAB CHILDLINE Imphal

• Anti-Traffi cking awareness programme- An Anti-
traffi cking Cell to be formed in Kshetrigao and the 
Wangkhei Assembly Constituency in Imphal. The 
Cell will carry out preemptive and post-traffi cking 
measures and sensitization among the district and 
village members and the general public.

Murshidabad
Achievements at CHILDLINE
October 6th, 2010
Outcome of the meeting
• Jayanta Choudhury, the District Co-ordinator 

of CHILDLINE Murshidabad welcomed the 
gathering

• Debika Ghoshal, City Coordinator of CHILDLINE 
Murshidabad made a presentation on CHILDLINE 
and its achievement for the year under review

• ‘Dealing protocol with children’ of the JJ Act to be 
held at all Police stations as requested by Mr. Taj 
Mohammad, Deputy Superintendent of Police.

 
• A Child Welfare Offi cer at every Police station as 

suggested by the CHILDLINE Coordinator. 

• CHILDLINE team member to attend CWO 
monthly meetings to sensitize them on Child 
Protection issues

• CHILDLINE Awareness to be funded by the 
Government- Mr. A.N. Chowdhury, District 
Programme Offi cer, Murshidabad expressed the 
need to prepare IEC material on CHILDLINE

South 24 Parganas
Outcome of the meeting
• Nilanjan Shandilya, Additional District Magistrate 

(Land and Revenue) chaired the meeting

• 1098 connectivity issues - The Divisional Engineer 
has suggested that CHILDLINE write to the GM 
of Telephone of Calcutta SSA regarding the 1098 
service and its connectivity issues with BSNL and 
other private operators

 
• School for Child Labourers - The Assistant Labour 

Commissioner, Diamond Harbor directed the 
Project Director of National Child Labour Project 
for to initiate the same

 
• The CHILDLINE team expressed the diffi culties 

faced by them due to the non availability of Govt 
and Non Government homes in the district

• Poster on Child Protection to be displayed at Gram 
Panchayats and Block offi ces in the district- request 
made by CHILDLINE

• CHILDLINE awareness on local cable channels 
- Permission for broadcasting of Audio visual 
materials on CHILDLINE and child traffi cking to 
be granted by the Additional District Magistrate 
(R)

Tulsia
September 26th, 2010 
Outcome of the meeting
• The meeting was presided over by the Block 

Development Offi cer of the Dighalbank Block

• Workshops and seminars on children to be 
organised at the Block level with support from 
CHILDLINE 

• CHILDLINE Intervention at the Block Level- 
Block Development Offi cer to issue a circular for 
cooperation from all Block Level Departments and 
Police Offi cials
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• CHILDLINE inducted as a member of the Rogi 
Kalyan Samity and the Block Primary Health 
Centre 

Hyderabad
November 8th, 2010
Outcome of the meeting
• Meeting chaired by - D. Venkatewarulu, IFS. 

Director of CHILDLINE (Collab) who made a 
presentation on CHILDLINE and its activities

• Awareness on CHILDLINE for the GHMC members 
-G.D.Priyadarshini, Additional Commissioner, 
GHMC requested the CHILDLINE team to conduct 
the awareness sessions on CHILDLINE while also 
mentioning that GHMC had initiated the process 
to start night shelter for children on the streets and 
requested support from other departments

• Diffi culty while carrying out rescue operations and 
interventions in remote areas of the district was 
expressed by the CHILDLINE team members

• CHILDLINE to meet the Commissioner of the 
Information and Public Relations department to 
discuss initiation of a publicity and awareness 
campaign on CHILDLINE and the placement of 
small advertisements in notifi cations published in 
the print media

Kasaragod
Outcome of the meeting
• Meeting chaired by - District Magistrate, Rev. 

Mathai Joseph, Director (Nodal) CHILDLINE 
Kasaragod

• Child Beggary Prohibition – start procedures for 
the same

• Stop use of children in the advertising of Lottery 
tickets- CHILDLINE to request the Lottery 
department

• Awareness on CHILDLINE through participation 
in school Parents & Teachers Association meetings

• Addressing the issue of increase in Drug Use and 
Panmasala amongst children at the district level 
headmasters training programme

Darbhanga 
August 21st, 2010
Outcome of the meeting
• A presentation on CHILDLINE was made by Mr. 

Lalit Ranjan Dutta, Director of the Subcentre at 
Keoti to induct board members on CHILDLINE

• Block Development Offi cer to send all Block 
Offi cials a letter seeking their support

• Participation of CHILDLINE in all Block Level 
Committees, meetings and awareness programmes

• Free Medical facilities to cases referred to by 
CHILDLINE as agreed upon by the Block Primary 
Offi cer and Health Centre

• Resource mobilization for treatment of 
CHILDLINE cases- to discuss with the Civil 
Surgeon at the District Level

• 4 month activity plan of CHILDLINE to be 
submitted to Block Development Offi cer

 
• Mr.Ravindra Kumar, District Coordinator of 

CHILDLINE Darbhanga, Mr.Lalit Ranjan Dutta, 
Director of Gramoday Veeti, Mr. D K Jha, Block 
medical offi cer and the Vidhan Parishad members 
were present

Amravati
October 4th, 2010
Outcome of the meeting
• Meeting chaired by - Recha Baghla, District 

Collector of Amravati

• Sachin Kalantri, Residential District Collector 
(RDC), Om Prakash, CEO, Sachin Injadkar, 
Director, National Child Labour Project (NCLP), 
Dr. Sonkusre, Civil Surgeon, Mankar Railway 
Manager, Sandip Shinde, Shubhada Khedkar, and 
Meghhaa Gaikwad from WRRC, CIF were also 
present

 
• Activation of Juvenile Aid Protection Unit and 

CHILDLINE Stickers to be pasted in all Police 
Stations

• CHILDLINE Hoardings and Posters to be placed 
near all Bus depot Premises

 
• Sensitisation workshops by CHILDLINE - The 

Superintendent of Police agreed to depute Police 
Inspector and Police Sub Inspector for the same

• Child Labour Abolition - Task Force to be formed 
at the District Level
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Meerut 
Functioning of the CHILDLINE Service and the 
integrating of various departments 
Outcome of the meeting
• Meeting chaired by - Bhuvnesh Kumar, District 

Magistrate of Meerut

• Gaur, DPO of Meerut was appointed by the DM 
to coordinate between CHILDLINE and various 
departments

  
• Awareness on CHILDLINE - District Inspector 

of School, Meerut to issue circulars to all school 
principals regarding the same 

• Awareness at the Railway Station – as requested to 
the Station Superintendent of Meerut

• The District Magistrate asked CHILDLINE to 
request the Public Information Offi cer and Prasar 
Bharti to help spread awareness on CHILDLINE

 
• Mr. Roshan Lal, District Labour Commissioner of 

Meerut was appreciated for getting the CHILDLINE 
logo printed on the pamphlets distributed at the 
Nauchandi Mela

Chennai
Outcome of the meeting
• The meeting was chaired by M.P. Nirmala, IAS, 

Commissioner of Social Defense and attended 
by the representatives from BSNL, Juvenile Aid 
Police Unit, Southern Railways, The Transport 
Department, Press information Bureau, Chennai 
Corporation, Department of Social Defense, 
CHILDLINE partners and CIF members

• Awareness on CHILDLINE - use of slogans behind 
vehicles during the First Clearance of the Transport 
Department

• Case intervention details to be shared with Press 
Information Bureau in order to publish in the local 
dailies

• Support from the Commissioner of Police in order 
to trace the parents of the children rescued – request 
to be made by CHILDLINE

• CHILDLINE Help Desk - Implementation at 
Railway Stations at Bus Depots in cities such as 
Egmore, Tambaram and Koyambedu

Coimbatore
August 11th, 2010

Outcome of the meeting
• Child Marriage - CHILDLINE to guide Local 

Tahsildars and the Police Department for the 
necessary actions on complaints, as directed by the 
Collector

• CHILDLINE Awareness through Radio

• CHILDLINE Hoardings to be placed near 
Corporation boards and small hoardings to be 
placed in Government offi ces for a period of 3 
years - Permission from District Collector

• Child Abuse and prevention measures training for 
Municipal Ward Counselors, Media personnel, 
Labour Department Offi cials, NSS students and 
Offi cers

 
• Legal methods to be ensured while repatriating 

rescued child labourers with their families

• Vote of thanks given by the Assistant Director of 
CHILDLINE, Coimbatore

Behrampur
August 20th, 2010
Outcome of the meeting
• Meeting presided by - Additional District 

Magistrate, Ganjam

• Mrudubhasini Patnaik, District Social Welfare 
Offi cer, Ganjam welcomed the gathering. The 
Director of CHILDLINE Berhampur made a 
presentation on CHILDLINE 1098, its activities 
and some major interventions and child issues in 
the Ganjam district

• Wall Writing- Chief District Medical Offi cer, 
Ganjam to take necessary steps for spreading 
awareness through Wall Writing, expenses of 
which to be met by the Gram Kalyan Samiti Fund 
and Project Director of DRDA to issue instructions 
to the BDOs for the same

• Orientation for Management of Staff – District 
Programme Coordinator, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan 
requested to conduct the same for the Special Home, 
Kanyashrama, Kasturava Gandhi Balika Vidyalaya 
and Orphan Homes at the Sub-Divisional Level

• The Superintendent of the MKCG Medical College 
Hospital of Berhampur was requested to give 
priority to the cases referred by CHILDLINE, 
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Berhampur and supply medicine the distressed 
children

• Child rights and Juvenile Justice (Care and 
Protection of children in need) Act to be explained 
to BDOS, Tahsildars, all District Level Offi cers, 
all D.I of schools, BRCs and all S.I of schools and 
IICs/OICs of all police stations by DSWO and 
CHILDLINE 

Bhopal 
Outcome of the meeting
• The 15th CAB meeting at Bhopal was welcomed 

by Abhishek Mishra, the City Coordinator of 
CHILDLINE Bhopal

• Awareness in Police Stations and public spaces 
by using hoardings and regular inputs through 
emails and phones to avoid miscommunications, as 
suggested by Virndra Mishra, Police Department

• Suggestions by Mamta Pathak, Under Secretary, 
M.PS CRCP, Women and Child Development 
Department - 3 month action plan for CHILDLINE 
activities and awareness of CHILDLINE in cinema 
halls

• Awareness of CHILDLINE in schools for staff and 
students - suggested by Mahesh Saxena, Chairman 
of the CWC

• Vote of thanks given by LT.Mathew 

Wayanad 
Outcome of the meeting
• The ADM directed the Probation Offi cer, the Social 

Welfare Department and CHILDLINE to make 
periodic visits to child care institutions to ensure 
that all the institutions are running with proper 
registration and child rights are being protected

     
• Sanction by the Education Department (DDE) to 

create awareness about CHILDLINE amongst 
children and PTA members in schools 

Dus nau aath, ten nine eight (1098) was not a 
brainwave of some great thinker, adman, socialist, 
politician or the like. Dus- Nau- Aath is a term by 
the children, for the Children.

It took a totality of 5 years, 2 dharnas and the 
threat of a hunger strike before the national toll-
free 1098 number was initiated in 1996. 

1/5th of the 10 million calls received by the world 
child helplines come to CHILDLINE 1098 in In-
dia. This is equivalent to 2 million calls a year. 

In CHILDLINE 24/7 service, we get 5 calls every 
minute.

Every year, CHILDLINE conducts more than 300 
workshops across the country to sensitise the al-
lied systems like the police, healthcare, media, ju-
diciary etc on child rights and protection. 

Did you know that the CHILDLINE boy has a 
TWIN! Guess who? The Amul moppet. Interest-
ingly enough, both were created by the late Eu-
stace Fernandes. 

You can dial 100 for Police, 101 for Fire and 1098 
for CHILDLINE. All are category 1 numbers.

CHILDLINE India is specifi cally named in the Ju-
venile Justice Act 2000, as having the authority to 
directly produce children in front of Child Welfare 
Committees (CWCs).

DID YOU KNOW?

“There is no trust more sacred than the one the world holds with 
children. There is no duty more important than ensuring that their 
rights are respected, that their welfare is protected, that their lives 
are free from fear and want and that they can grow up in peace.” 
                                                                             -Kofi  Annan
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Northern Regional Meet 2010 
The 12th Northern Regional meet for the Team Members, 
Coordinators & Directors of North Zone was held from 29th 
November- 7th December 2010 in New Delhi. The meet saw 
participation of representatives from partner organizations 

from 18 cities across U.P, Rajasthan, Jammu & Uttarakhand, 
where views & ideas regarding the desired implementation 
of 1098 service in their respective cities were exchanged. 

46 participants took part in the CHILDLINE team members 
meet while meeting of coordinators saw 32 participants. 
Directors were also adequately represented in the Meet. The 

Regional Meets
CIFs regional meets provide the critical platform 

necessary for the network to grow, learn and fl ourish. 

The meet allows for sharing of best practices and 

addressing some of challenging issues affecting 

CHILDLINEs. These meetings provide renewed 

energy amongst the network on how to best serve the 

needs of children.
The objective of the event was to 
spread awareness about CHILDLINE 
1098 Service, Child Rights and Child 
Protection.

Archana Sahay, Director, CHILDLINE Bhopal 
was appointed as State Advisor for Right 
to Education by National Commission for 
Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) for State 
of Madhya Pradesh.

Recognition

CHILDLINE Hyderabad organises 5K Run 
The 5K Run organised by CHILDLINE Hyderabad in 
collaboration with St. Joseph’s Degree & P.G. College saw 
participation of students across the city on the Necklace Road 
to mark the International Child Rights Day on November 20. 
There was a huge turnout from various colleges of the twin 
cities for the run.

The run was fl agged off by MP Anjan Kumar Yadav. Guests 
of Honour included MLA Christine Lazarus; Ex-MLA Della 
Godfrey, Swarna Bernard, Administrator, HAES and Tarun 
Kumar Bose, Chief Regional Manager, IOB.

The Run culminated into a short programme at Sanjeevaiah 
Park where the dignitaries addressed the gathering.The 
objective of the event was to spread awareness about Child 
Rights, Child Protection and CHILDLINE 1098. 

Philip Isidore, Director CHILDLINE Hyderabad entreated 
the young audience to echo the oath for the day ‘Yes we can’ 
for safe childhood.

The other dignitaries who spoke on the occasion also 
reiterated the urgent need for the youth to join hands for the 
safe childhood campaign. 

Tarun Kumar Bose, Chief Regional Manager IOB, gave 
away cash prizes to the top fi ve runners. It was followed by a 
skit performed by students of All Saints High School on the 
theme of child labour. 

A few children from CHILDLINE Hyderabad narrated the 
fi rst hand experience of their struggle and the subsequent 
support given by CHILDLINE Hyderabad in their 
rehabilitation. The audience later matched steps to the foot 
tapping tunes belted out by the rock band of the College.
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Meet concluded with remarks by Kajol Menon, Executive 
Director, CIF The excitement of the ICPS dream coming true 
for CHILDLINE, and the potential of CHILDLINE to effect 
change in the child protection scenario in India, brings with 
it the need for standardization and systematization of the 
CHILDLINE 1098 service. We need to adhere to protocols 
developed for reporting, branding, and intervention. We 
need to demonstrate impact both in terms of quality and 
quantity of our intervention, and advocacy initiatives. 

Southern Regional Meet 2010
The 12th Southern Regional meet for the Team Members, 
Coordinators & Directors of South Zone was held from 
October 19-26, 2010 in Bangalore. 

The Team Member’s Meet focused on the crucial role 
played by the frontline workers on the ground. Anuradha 
Vidyashankar Head, SRRC remarked CHILDLINE 
has transitioned from a crisis intervention service to a 
comprehensive child protection service, besides CHILDLINE 
aims to respond to the needs of more and more children who 
need its services and also create awareness about them 
among the public and the government.

As the face of the Service, the team members go out single, 
sometimes in pairs to reach out to vulnerable communities 
and at risk groups, fl oating population, school children street 
children, government personnel in police stations, labour 
department and other departments of women and children 
etc. In keeping with the above needs, the meet focused on 

strengthening skills in effective outreach, communication 
and responding to calls. 

At the Coordinators Meet, the CHILDLINE network 
reiterated  critical decisions taken earlier;  that CHILDLINE 
would focus on cementing relationships with the State 
Governments, raising the profi le of activities at the state 
and regional level, through technical support to State 
Governments, catalyse the implementation of ICPS in our 

states, come together as a task force on advocacy to develop 
strategic advocacy plans and leverage our strengths as 
individual organizations and as a network as a whole to push 
the child protection system into action.  

CHILDLINE network also adopted the CHILDLINE Child 
Protection Policy (CPP), which needs to be integrated into 
every level of our work to ensure the highest standards of 
care and protection in CHILDLINE spaces and processes.    

Mr.Vasudeva Sharma, CHILDLINE (Nodal), Bangalore 
welcomed the gathering. In his Keynote Address, Mr. S .T 
Ramesh, Director General of Police Training, Karnataka and 
Head SJPU of said that “Nothing can be more important than 
Child Protection at this phase of our country and society.”

In the context of rapid expansion of CHILDLINE services 
under the Integrated Child Protection Scheme of the 
Government of India, the Meet stressed on preparation for 
strategic planning and evaluation, necessity of working in 
state-wise clusters for advocacy at the state level and for 
integration into ICPS and the need to build regional consensus 

for quality intervention strategies specifi c to restoration, 
child traffi cking, legal interventions, child beggary and RTE.

CHILDLINE Delhi participates in the Airtel 
Delhi Half Marathon 2010
CHILDLINE participated in the Airtel Delhi Half marathon 
2010 at Central Civil Services Ground on November 21, 
2010. The Sixth edition of this event saw a cross section of 
the city’s citizenry, come together to raise monies for causes 
of their choice. 

CHILDLINE marked its presence with a team of 43 children 
and adults all waving their fl ags and banners and lustily 
singing the CHILDLINE Song “Dus Nau Aath” along the 
race route. The morning winter chill did not deter the spirits 
of more than 30,000 people who participated with a great 
deal of enthusiasm in various categories like the 21km Half 
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Marathon , the 6km Dream Run, the 4km Senior Citizens 
Run and the 2.5 km Wheelchair Event. 

On the race day, once the elite athletes were fl agged off, 
thousands of people hit the roads. They participated in 
the Half Marathon, the Great Delhi Run, the Dream Run 
and the Wheelchair Event. There were runners dressed in 
CHILDLINE T-shirts & caps brandishing placards and 
waving CHILDLINE fl ags and banners. Their vociferous 
chants did not go unnoticed with the audience.

Preet Dhupar ran as a Dream Challenger while Rajeev Vaid 
as Dream Maker. This was Preet’s fi fth consecutive run for 
CHILDLINE at the Airtel Delhi Half Marathon. 

Being asked what motivates her to participate in the 
Marathon, Ms. Dhupar remarked “Marathons have become 
a great platform for people to raise awareness and support 
and gain visibility for various causes. Delhi half marathon 
is becoming livelier each year and Delhiites are imbibing 
the spirit of giving at one of Delhi’s most keenly awaited 
sporting celebrations.” 

“CHILDLINE is in aid of children and children have always 
pulled at my heartstrings, added to that was the challenge to 
my own self to be able to collect money and do the run. I have 
also been fortunate that I have had the continued support of 

friends that keep me in the run every year and it is brilliant 
that new people also contribute each year and I wish that I 
could do more”, she added. 

Rajeev Vaid ran as a as Dream Maker said, “In the daily 
grind of career, achievements, and self-fulfi llment, it is great 
to take time out and do something completely selfl essly. 
Running the Marathon for CHILDLINE was indeed an 
incredible experience.”

CHILDLINE is honoured by both corporates and individuals 
who have supported us by running and raising pledges and 
spreading awareness about CHILDLINE 1098 service. 

Safe School Campaign in Ganjam District
On November 29, 2010, CHILDLINE Behrampur launched 
Safe School Campaign in Ganjam District. 

CHILDLINE Behrampur in association with OACRC, 
Bhubaneswar launched the safe and child friendly school 
campaign at Ramaharinagar Saraswati Sisubidya Mandir on 
November 29, 2010. 32 schools from the district participated.

The programme was organised with a view to generate 
awareness among stakeholders on the subject as children 
face physical abuse including corporal punishment in the 
schools and promote the concept of child friendly schools 
& successful implementation of the Right to Free and 
Compulsory Education Act.

Mr. Sudhir Sabat, Director, CHILDLINE Berhampur along 
with CHILDLINE team members teaching staffs & students 
participated in the discourse. 

Children issues in School : Crime against children 
It is a major cause of concern that more than 62 per cent 
of school children are facing physical abuse including 
corporal punishment which came to the fore at a ‘safe 
school campaign’ at Berhampur in Orissa.
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Dr. U.S.Murty, Chairman, Child Welfare Committee, Ganjam 
explained about the constitutional provisions in regard to the 
idea of safe school for children. 

Mr. Sudhir said, the campaign is meant to sensitise 
community for a collective action towards ending all forms 
of discrimination, abuse and violence against children in 
schools and make the environment conducive, child friendly 
and enjoyable for children to learn without fear.

Activists bemoan lack of laws to deal with child 
sexual abuse 
The National Initiative for Child Protection (NICP) workshop 
at Nirmala Niketan Auditorium was held to sensitise top 
offi cers of the Mumbai police on Child Sexual Abuse (CSA). 
The workshop saw 50 offi cers take a day out from their 
schedule to participate. The Resource persons drawn from 
the law, counseling and medical professions held the interest 
of the offi cers as they took them through the basics of the 
three pillars of Child Protection. 

With a rampant increase in the cases of child sexual abuse, 
this workshop was an attempt to sensitise policemen about 
the psychological, legal and medical aspects related to child 
sexual abuse, as they grapple to  deal with such cases on a 
daily basis.

Naina Athale, Faculty Member, Tata Institute of Social 
Sciences (TISS) highlighted the myths and realities of CSA.  
What is worrisome, she said, is that a large number of cases 
do not get reported. This is because in 75% cases, the person 
who subjects a child to abuse is a family member, relative or 
a person who holds a position of trust with the child.

Starting with case studies and the use of art work to put 
children at ease, Athale helped participants broaden their 
horizon of what consists of sexual abuse. While many had 
dealt with cases of abuse, there was low awareness that 
exhibitionism and digital (fi ngers) penetration could also 
attract punishment under law. The participants were then 

apprised of Section 294 through which perpetrators of 
obscene acts such as exhibitionism, songs and expressions in 
public places can be booked. 

Ranjeet Chouguley, Director of the Justice and Care spoke 
about the legal aspects of child sexual abuse. He pointed 
that no specialised legislation for child sexual abuse are yet 
in place. On the question of how to judge a case of abuse, 
Ranjit Chouguley, asked police offi cers to use only one 
parameter, “Always think would this be all right if it was my 
child? If the act is not right for your child then it is not right 
for anyone’s child.” 

Chouguley said, It is important for the police to describe 
whatever they feel when they fi rst meet the victims, whether 
the victim was scared, was facing a diffi culty in talking etc, 
because the police play a crucial role in being the eyes and 
ears of the judge as they are the fi rst people in contact with 
the victim. Giving an example of a judge going out of her 
way to put a victim of abuse at ease, resource persons spoke 
of Justice Ranjana Desai of the Bombay High Court who 
created a series of parameters for a case to make the victim 
comfortable while giving testimony. 

The accused was brought in to the back of the court and 
didn’t stand in front of the victim. The advocate representing 
the accused had to submit the questions in advance which 
were asked by the judge, thereby freeing the victim from 
facing an agonizing cross examination, said Chouguley.  

The Juvenile Justice Act is a welfare Act but does not look 
at the criminal aspects of putting perpetrators behind bars. 
As of now, for child sexual abuse cases, we need to rely on 
provisions of legislation meant for adults. This is really 
unfair. We are hoping to implement some concrete laws once 
the Child Protection Bill gets passed in the winter session, 
he added.

Jaspal Singh Ragi, ACP of Meghavadi, who attended the 
workshop, said, “This workshop was very useful and clarifi ed 
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a lot of doubts. I would recommend this workshop to be 
conducted at zonal level with more offi cers participating.”

The resource persons stressed on the long term effects of 
abuse on children and their inability to give exact descriptions 
of abusers to law enforcement agencies and diffi culties in 
remembering sequence of events. 

National Initiative for Child Protection (NICP) is the 
programme that covers CIF’s annual nationwide sensitisation 
and awareness workshops among allied systems institutions 
in all CHILDLINE cities. These workshops address various 
issues impacting children and processes and protocols for 
intervention. They provide rights based perspective on 
child protection and sensitize personnel of allied systems 
organisations on dealing with affected children. 

The workshop was inaugurated with the tying of ‘Suraksha 
Bandhans’ on the wrists of all the policemen, as a gesture of 
CHILDLINE’s appreciation for their continued commitment 
to protecting children. 

CHILDLINE Eluru celebrates Diwali 
The day was marked with lots of games, music & dance. 

Colourful clothes, delicious sweets, sparkling fi recrackers 
and lightened young faces of fi fty children refl ected the spirit 
of Diwali at the celebrations held at CHILDLINE rescue 
home organised by CHILDLINE Eluru. The day was marked 
with lots of games, music & dance. 

To add to the fun quotient CHILDLINE team members put 
up game stalls such as Juke Box, Pyramids, Hit Wicket, 
Lucky Seven, Candle Lighting.

Fun with volunteers from NYK  
CHILDLINE in association with a group of 20 volunteers 
from the NYK Group of Companies in Kolkata and CINI 

Asha visited two shelter homes to interact with children and 
spread cheer. 

The bright eyed and innocent little boys were enthusiastic 
about the day. The hours just melted away as the NYK 
volunteers mingled with the enthusiastic kids for a story 
telling session, a presentation on health and hygiene, and 
a robust cricket match between two teams of boys which 
resulted in much laughter, tough competition and loads of 
fun. 

The spirit of revelry soon gave way to a warm friendship 
and bonding between the children and adults. The balloon 
blowing competition saw the maximum number of 
participation from kids and adults. 

The youngsters tugged at heartstrings of the NYK team by 
innocently asking to be taken home and wanted a promise on 
their return another day. NYK team gifted the kids, DVDs, 
shuttle cock sets and a big bright football. 

The team moved to the CINI Asha’s girls shelter home 
“Amader Bari” to spend the afternoon with these girls. The 
pretty young girls put forth a graceful dance for the team and 
demonstrated their skill at the art of self defence with Karate. 
The team bonded with the girls over games, a drawing 
competition and other activities. 
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CHILDLINE Delhi Birthday Party 2010
CHILDLINE Delhi celebrated 12th Birthday with a party for 
children 

CHILDLINE Delhi completed 12 years of its functioning 
reaching out to over one lakh children every year. Children 
call 1098 to share their problems, grief, pain and happiness 
with the CHILDLINE teams. 

At CHILDLINE, children’s voices and feedback has always 
been precious. Taking this relationship with children forward, 
CHILDLINE Delhi celebrated 12th Birthday with a party for 
children from the Homes, the streets and slums of Delhi on 
November 13, 2010.
 
This was an informal fun fi lled event with food, music, dance 
and other fun activities for the children. Hundreds of children 
from various children’s home, contact points, railway 
stations and communities gathered to have a whale of a time. 

Amidst balloons and streamers and other festivities, the kids 
also came up with some performances. There were also these 
various stalls for games, mehandi, face painting and tattoo.
 
CHILDLINE acknowledges the support extended by Lite 
Bite Foods, NIIT and Fluor Daniel and all individual donors 

in making this party a memorable one for children.

CHILDLINE Gwalior provides educational 
support to 19 children
CHILDLINE Gwalior with support from Shaheed Sushil 
Kumar Sharma Foundation and Rotary club, Gwalior 
provided educational support to 19 children. 

Dr. M.K.Sharma Secretary, Shaheed Sushil Kumar Sharma 
Foundation, Sanjay Jain, Member, Rotary club, Gwalior were 
present at the occassion. 46 under privileged children were also
provided free computer education. 
 
CHILDLINE Jammu organizes awareness 
programme 
CHILDLINE Jammu, in collaboration with the Border Roads 
Organization (BRO) organised an awareness programme on 
CHILDLINE in Maratha Basti, a slum area in Trikuta Nagar 
on November 14.

CHILDLINE Jammu, employees of BRO, social activists, 
slum children and migrant labourers participated in the 
programme. A cultural show was presented by the slum 
children on the occasion and exhibited their talent.

The speakers expressed concern over the increasing cases 
of child abuse and stressed upon protection of child rights. 
Pinky Jain, Counselor, CHILDLINE Jammu welcomed the 
gathering. Bhupesh Jamwal, team member, CHILDLINE 
Jammu talked about CHILDLINE 1098 Service, its role 
and activities. “Anyone could help a child in distress by 
contacting them at the toll free number 1098” said Bhupesh 
Jamwal.

A workshop to address increase of drug abuse 
in adolescents
CHILDLINE Shimla and Himachal Pradesh Voluntary 
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Health Association (HPVHA) jointly organised a workshop 
to address consumption of tobacco products & drugs among 
adolescents in order to retain the smoke free status of Shimla 
city. 

Narender Sharma, Executive director, HPVHA said that the 
initiative a fi rst of its kind hoped for tobacco free schools.

The workshop, aimed to create awareness among stakeholders 
on the increasing use of tobacco amongst school children in 
the town, saw the participation of more than 100 personnel 
mainly from the  education and police departments and 
focused on the implementation of section 6 of the Act in the 
educational institutions. 

Shrikant Baldi, Principal Secretary Education mooted having 
a health corner in every school that would take a special 
session on anti drug abuse and moral education. The peer 
groups need to be formed for controlling drug abuse, he said. 

CHILDLINE Gorakhpur sponsors aid to 
specially challenged children 
CHILDLINE Gorakhpur in collaboration with JCI Mid 
- Town Club celebrated Gandhi Jayanti at Town Hall by 
distributing crutches, wheel-chair and tri-cycle to differently 
abled children.  

Dr Radha Mohan Das Agarwal, MLA, Gorakhpur, Mrs Anju 

Chowdhary, Mayor, Gorakhpur, Fr Jose Manjiyil (Nodal 
Director) were present. 

CHILDLINE Allahabad celebrates Children’s 
day 
CHILDLINE Allahabad organised a special programme for 
the children of slums to mark the occasion. 450 children from 
17 slum schools participated in the programme. Song, dance, 
sports competition was held as a part of the programme. This 
was followed by lunch. 

CHILDLINE India Foundation hosts award 
function 
The students from various schools participated in the 
Children’s Week program was honoured during the occasion.
 
CHILDLINE India Foundation hosts an award as a part 
of Children’s Week program at India International Centre, 
Delhi. 

The students from various schools participated in the 
Children’s Week program held in November 2009 was 
honoured during the occasion. Sheila Dikshit, Chief Minister, 
Delhi was the chief guest for the function. 

In her address, Sheila Dikshit spoke about the need to 
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contribute for the common good. Komal Ganotra, Head, 
Training and Advocacy, CIF welcomed the gathering.  
Nicole Menezes, Deputy Director, CIF, spoke on initiatives 
of CHILDLINE and vision of taking CHILDLINE to every 
district in the country. This was followed by the distribution 
of awards. 

CHILDLINE on State Coordination Committee 
to review children’s homes
The committee will work as a watchdog and examine the 
ground realities and working of children’s homes. 

Chitrakala Acharya, Head, Services, CIF was inducted as a 
member on the panel to review management at children’s 
homes. The State co-ordination committee was set up by the 
Maharashtra State government, following the Bombay high 
court’s directive under the chairpersonship of Asha Bajapai, 
Tata Institute of Social Sciences, to review children’s homes 
across the state. 

The committee will work as a watchdog and examine the 
ground realities and working of these homes. The committee, 
the government resolution says, will work over and above 
the existing state advisory board for the women and child 
development department, which mostly deals with the 
overhaul of the broad policy guidelines and not with what 
happens in reality. 

The committee on submitted its fi rst action plan to the 
high court as well as a list of six committees-one for each 
division. The other members include Deputy Commissioner 
(child development) H B Rathod, Mental Health Expert Dr 
Harish Shetty, Social Worker Anjali Gokaran, CHILDLINE’s 
Chitrakala Acharya and Save the Children’s Sarita Shankaran. 

CHILDLINE Gwalior conducts Open House 
CHILDLINE Gwalior conducted Open House on October 
29, 2010 at Ramaji Ka Pura Government School, Gwalior. 
200 children participated in the programme. 

CHILDLINE Kolkata participates in National 
Policy for Children workshop 
Sandeep Kumar Mitra and Sreoshi Patranabis from ERRC, 
attended the National Policy for Children organised by Child 
in Need Institute (CINI), Kolkata.

Sreoshi Patranabis made a presentation on how do 
CHILDLINE cover children’s right to protection and 
participation to ensure access to services and programs, 
Inter sectoral response to children’s issues beyond MWCD, 
Children to become an agenda in all ministries. 

Ms. Razia Ismail Abbasi, National Review Secretariat and 
IACR, Mr. Manabendra Mandal, ATSEC, Convenor, National 
and Southeast Asia, Dr. S. N Chaudhuri, Director, Child in 
Need Institute, Ms. Lowrie Calva, State Representative, 
UNICEF, Mr. Manabendra Ray, State Representative, Save 
the Children shared their views in the workshop. 

CHILDLINE Guwahati on Radio OOLALA 
91.9 FM
Nirmal Deka, Barsha Kalita and Gaovinda Deka, team 
member, CHILDLINE Guwahati was interviewed in a 
special radio programme in Radio OOLALA 91.9 FM on 
October 24, 2010. The programme was aimed to create 
awareness about 1098 service. 

CHILDLINE Nashik observes Girl Child Day 
September 22, 2010, CHILDLINE Nashik observed Girl 
Child Day at Navjeevan Law College campus, to raise 
awareness about discrimination against girls and to raise 
consciousness of the society towards the protection of girl 
child. 

Anil Shelke, Lecturer, Navjeevan Law College delivered a 
talk on Child Rights with special emphasis on education for 
girls. Gender bias also drives child marriage, child labor 
and child traffi cking expressed Mr.Shelke. He emphasized 
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that the importance of educating girls, not only by sending 
them to school but sensitizing them of their rights. Not many 
parents gave the girl the privilege to make any choices. This 
situation remains the same in all parts of the society even 
today, added Mr.Shelke. 

CHILDLINE Imphal conducts sensitization 
Programme
CHILDLINE Imphal conducts sensitisation programme to 
19 students and 2 faculty members of Indira Gandhi National 
Tribal University Regional Campus, Manipur on October 21, 
2010 at Conference Hall, MVHA. 

CHILDLINE City Coordinator and Centre Coordinator 
conducted the programme. The team gave a brief introduction 
about the CHILDLINE services and also highlighted the 
intervention strategies used by CHILDLINE.

CHILDLINE Kolkata participates in Regional 
Consultation Meet of CWC members
The CIF team made a presentation on the importance of 
networking and role of CHILDLINE.  

Sandeep Kumar Mitra and Saptarshi Hazra represented CIF 
at the Regional Consultation Meet of the Members of the 
Child Welfare Committee organised by National Institute of 
Public Cooperation and Child Development (NIPCCD) in  
August 2010 at RK Mission Institute of Culture, Kolkata.

CIF team made a presentation on the importance of 
networking and role of CHILDLINE.  The areas of linkages 
between CHILDLINE and CWCs were also discussed. 

The team also shared CHILDLINE experience with the 
CWC members of West Bengal, Orissa & North Eastern 
States. The workshop was attended by the CWC members 
across Orissa, West Bengal and North Eastern States. 

Dr. Nilima Mehta, former chairperson of CWC, Mumbai 
made a presentation on the current scenario of JJ system 
across the country. Prof. Joydev Mazumdar, JPISC-
Convenor, National and South-East Asia explained the role 
and responsibility of CWCs under the JJ Act and ICPS. 

CIF team members also co-facilitated the session along with 
Dr. D.K. Saikia, Deputy Director, NIPCCD. The session 
was on “Preparing State-specifi c Action Plan for effective 
implementation of JJ Act 2000 & its amendment Act 2006.
The State wise work group was formed and a plan of action 
was developed. 

CHILDLINE Kochi organised ‘Snehapoorvam 
Kuttikalodoppam’ 2010
CHILDLINE Kochi in association with District 
Administration, Education Department, Health Department, 
National Rural Health Mission and Maithri organised 
Snehapoorvam Kuttikalodoppam, a training programme for 
children in November at Muvattupuzha. 

Bhadra Satheesh, Deputy Mayor, Cochin Corporation 
inaugurated Snehapoorvam Kuttikaloppam at Govt. Girls 
HSS, Ernakulam on November 18, 2010. 

Dr.M Beena IAS, District Collector, Ernakulam District, 
Director, CHILDLINE Kochi, CHILDLINE coordinator, 
CHILDLINE Kochi were present on the occasion. Sessions 
on child mental health, psychological problems of children, 
abuse, CHILDLINE Service and Life skills were held. 

CHILDLINE Coimbatore celebrates 11th 
Anniversary 
CHILDLINE Coimbatore celebrates 11th Anniversary 
on November 20, 2010 at Nirmala Women’s College 
Auditorium, Sungam. 

550 Children from 20 Children Homes participated in the 
programme. The representatives from various departments 
Interacted with children. 

CHILDLINE activity report for the year under review was 
presented by CHILDLINE team member. Panel discussion 
on violations against children and child protection was 
held. Some of the issues discussed were teachers corporal 
punishment in school, the need to deal with crimes against 
children with speedy trials and stringent punishment, the 
need for  plying exclusive buses for school going  children, 
formation of a separate Ministry for children and allocation 
of more funds for children.

The Revenue Divisional Offi cer, Collector (Training), CWC 
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chairman and Members, Probation Offi cer, CWC Chairman, 
18 Directors and representatives of Resource Organisations, 
Govt. Medical College Hospital R.M.O, 2 Advocates, SSA 
District Assistant Coordinator, NCLP Project Director,  
President of PCO owners association  and other CAB 
members were present.

CHILDLINE South 24 Parganas conducts 
workshop on Child Rights for CBO and NGO 
members 
Special lectures, interactive session, group discussion 
formed a day long  workshop on ‘Child Rights’ organised by 
CHILDLINE South 24 Parganas and CINI Diamond Harbour 
Unit for CBO and NGO members on September 22, 2010 at 
CINI offi ce. The workshop was organised for the benefi t of 
the local CBOs and NGOs from South 24 Parganas.

Mumbai CHILDLINE Birthday Party 2010
CHILDLINE Mumbai celebrated CHILDLINE’s 14th 
anniversary on November 14, 2010 at BMC Krida Bhavan, 
Dadar, a tradition followed each year with much enthusiasm 
and excitement.  

1000 Street children from Mumbai, Thane and Kalyan came 
for the Party. The body painting stall not only had long 
queues, but had some children fi ghting for their turn to have 
a cartoon drawn on their hands, faces and legs. They were 
given lip-smacking samosas, cakes, frooti and chocolates 

distributed at the party. The grand fi nale saw the children 
dancing non-stop to the beats of the latest songs in true 
Bollywood spirit. 

The evening was made even more memorable by the 
performance of the International Clowns. The clowns 
performed mime, pantomime, music, comedy, magic, balloon 
sculpting, juggling, unicycling, acrobats and stilt shows. 
Laughter and enchantment percolated during the innovative 
show as the clowns entered into a playful conspiracy with 
the kids. 

This year CHILDLINE Mumbai Birthday Party was 
sponsored by Axis Bank Foundation and volunteers from the 
Bank even helped in organizing the event.

CHILDLINE Malappuram organises “Neethi 
Mela”
CHILDLINE Malappuram in association with Juvenile 
Justice Board & CWC Malappuram conducted “Neethi 
Mela” on January 22, 2010. JJB & CWC members from 
Malappuram, Counselors & Social workers were present for 
the programme. 

CHILDLINE Kolkata participates in World 
Literacy Day Celebrations 
CHILDLINE team members and children and staff from 
Institute of psychological and Educational Research 
(IPER) participated in World Literacy Day Celebrations on 
September 8th 2010. IPER children and teachers actively 
participated in the cultural programme. 

CHILDLINE newsletter, leafl ets and stickers were distributed 
among the teachers, students of South City International 
School. 

CHILDLINE Kolkata Conducts Awareness 
programme on CHILDLINE 1098
On October 5, 2010, CHILDLINE Kolkata team members 
conducted awareness programme on CHILDLINE 1098 
at railway Station. CHILDLINE banners, posters were 
displayed in the Railway Station. CHILDLINE leafl ets, 
stickers and awareness materials were distributed by children  
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to passengers at station and stickers were put up in the station 
area and on the local trains. CHILDLINE Coordinator and 
Team members, CHILDLINE Kolkata explained about 
CHILDLINE and its activities to Station master, other staff 
members and general public.

CHILDLINE Bidar conducts in- house training 
programme
CHILDLINE Bidar conducted in- house training for the 
CHILDLINE team at SHARADA Rudseti Institution in 
December, 2010. Mr. Doraiswamy, Deputy Director, Dept. 
of Women and Child Development, Bidar inaugurated the 
training programme.

27 CHILDLINE staff and fi ve Directors attended the 
training. Prof. Konda, (Retd. Political Science), Mr. Harish 
Joggi, Specialist Child Protection, UNICEF Child Protection 
Project, Koppal, Mr. Prakash, CHILDLINE Collab Co-
coordinator, BOSCO Bangalore, Thomas Paul and Justin 
Johny, SRRC, CIF were resource persons for the workshop.

CHILDLINE Kanyakumari participates in 
training programme on Government Schemes 
CHILDLINE Kanyakumari conducted an open house 
programme at Patirettambadi on November 27, 2010.  

32 children participated in the programme and who prepared 
agenda for the programme and participated actively in the 
programme. Azahmmal, a six year old child welcomed the 
participants. Ramya and Sivakami talked about CHILDLINE 
and its activities.  

CHILDLINE team conducted session on child rights & 
child protection.  At the end of the programme few school 
dropout children were identifi ed and they were referred to 
Government vocational training institute.

CHILDLINE South 24 Parganas attends Gram 
Panchayat meeting 
CHILDLINE has been attending the monthly developmental 
meeting held by  Gram Panchayats in the district. This was 

interesting and insightful in advocating on issues of children 
as in West Bengal Gram Panchayats are vested with a lot of 
power. 

CHILDLINE Vijayawada organises Child 
Rights Week celebrations
The Child Rights Week celebrations saw activities such as 
a workshop on girl child issues and protection measures in 
Gudivada held on November 15. A workshop for district 
police on ‘Child Rights and Juvenile Justice Act, 2000’ was 
held at Machilipatnam on November 16.

CHILDLINE Vijayawada conducted a workshop for traffi c 
police on ‘JJ Act, 2000 and other acts related to children’ at 
Tana rescue shelter on November 17. 

The district-level competition for schoolchildren on child 
rights was held on November 18. On November 19, the 
district level workshop for headmasters on ‘Ban of corporal 
punishment in schools’ was held at Fr. Devaiah auditorium 
in Andhra Loyola College. 

CHILDLINE Tirunelveli organised awareness 
programme on CHILDLINE 1098
CHILDLINE Tirunelveli organised an awareness Programme 
on CHILDLINE 1098 at St. Xavier’s College on August 
23, 2010. 300 students participated in the programme. 
CHILDLINE team members staged a street play on child 
abuse. CHILDLINE Tirunelveli team made a presentation 
on CHILDLINE and its activities. CHILDLINE Stickers and 
pamphlets were also distributed.
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CHILDLINE Palakkad participates in Seminar 
on Community Police
CHILDLINE Palakkad participates in a seminar on 
Community Police organised by Palakkad Town Police 
& Community Police at G.U.P School Vennakara. The 
programme was inaugurated by M.K. Pushkaran Deputy 
S.P Palakkad, and S. Abdul Rahiman, Center Co-ordinator, 
CHILDLINE Palakkad.

CHILDLIE Malappuram observes World 
Human Rights Day 
CHILDLIE Malappuram in association with CWC 
Malappuram & NSS Unit St.Gemmas Higher Secondary 
school organised a seminar on Human Rights in December. 
A.P.Anil Kumar, MLA, Malappuram inaugurated the 
programme. 200 students participated in the programme. 

Chandigarh doctors clown around to get 
children smiling  
CHILDLINE Chandigarh in collaboration with doctors at 
the Advanced Pediatrics Centre (APC) of the Post-graduate 
Institute of Medical Education and Research (PGIMER) 
addressed  the ‘white coat syndrome’, the phobia among 
children when they see white coats worn by doctors by 
dressing as clowns.

Every week, children and their parents at the APC of 
PGIMER are greeted by ‘Mr Ha Ha’ and ‘Ms He He’, and 
suddenly the wait does not seem so stressful. Conceptualised 
by the APC’s pediatricians Bhavneet Bharti and Prabhjot 
Malhi the activity has received encouraging response. 

The kids start treating the doctors as their friends and start 
chatting and playing with them. “My daughter recognises 
them at once. She kept on talking about the clown doctors 
throughout our way back home when I had taken her there 
for a routine check-up last month,” says Ritu Batla, who 
brings her eight-year-old daughter Chaksu to the hospital for 
epilepsy treatment.

CHILDLINE South 24 Parganas conducts 
school sensitisation programme 
CHILDLINE South 24 Parganas conducted a series of 
school sensitization program for students and school 
teachers on Child protection and child rights.  The aim was 
to bring signifi cant changes towards attitude of teachers and 
create a platform where children could share their problems 
and simultaneously teachers would give time to listen 
students’ views. Teachers from 15 schools participated in the 
programme. 

SP, West Godavri spends time with children in 
Eluru
Mr. C Ravivarma IPS, Superintendent of Police, West 
Godavari district celebrated his birthday with children at the  
rescue home at Eluru on November 2.  

One of most memorable birthday celebration in my life & 
it was nice to spend time with so many children.

-Mr. C Ravivarma IPS

Mr. Ravivarma visited the Children’s Home in Eluru and gave 
away gifts, chocolates, clothes, drinks and confectionaries 
much to the delight of the children. 

“One of most memorable birthday celebration in my life” 
said Mr. C Ravivarma. “it was nice to spend time with so 
many children,” he added. Fr. G Moses, Chairperson , CWC, 
West Godavari , Fr. A Raju, Director, CHILDLINE (Collab), 
J Rajendra Prasad, CHILDLINE team member were present 
during the celebrations. 

CHILDLINE Coimbatore organises mega 
sensitisation drive 
87 corporation sweepers of south zone attended the 
programme. CHILDLINE team members spoke on 
CHILDLINE 1098 service Child Rights and Child 
Traffi cking.
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Special drives were also created for 23 primary school 
teachers and 105 doctors from Indian Medical Association.
 
CHILDLINE Dharwad conducts in-house 
training programme
CHILDLINE Dharwad conducted in-house training at KIDS 
training centre from 16th to 21st December, 2010. 

Mr. Babu Kadalgi, Project Offi cer, Department of Women 
and Child Development inaugurated the programme. Mr. 
Ashok Yaragati, Collab Director, Dr. Shankar Lamani, 
CWC Chairperson and Mr. Prakash, CHILDLINE (Collab)
Coordinator, Bosco Bangalore were resource person for the 
programme. 

The valedictory function was presided over by Mrs. 
Malathi Pol, Joint Director, Bala Vikasa Academy, DWCD 
Government of Karnataka.

In-service teacher training programme, Imphal
55 teachers from East Imphal District were sensitized on 
Child rights and Child protection issues during a 10 day in-
service teachers training programme held in September. 

CHILDLINE Imphal took this opportunity to speak about 
CHILDLINE and discussed various child related issues 
with special focus on child domestic labour and child 
traffi cking. The team also highlighted the cases intervened 
by CHILDLINE Imphal.

CHILDLINE Vijayawada organises workshop 
on ‘Protection of Child Rights’
CHILDLINE Vijayawada organises workshop on ‘Protection 
of Child Rights’ on December 19, 2010 at the TANA Child 
Rescue Shelter in Hanumanpet. 

Addressing the gathering, K. Siva Sankar, Project Director, 
National Child Labour Project (NCLP), Krishna district said 
the police department must play an active role in protection 
of child rights. Mr. Siva Sankar said it was essential for the 
staff of the law enforcement department to enhance their 

awareness level on child-related issues like their rights and 
problems.

He said the police department played a very constructive 
role in society, striving constantly for maintenance of law 
and order. The department personnel must feel equally 
responsible towards children in need of help in streets, 
runaway kids and other trouble-prone children who were 
extremely vulnerable to vices.

Any policeman, when came across a child in need of help, 
must take him under the department’s protective wings and 
hand him over to the CHILDLINE, he added.

B.S. Koteswara Rao, treasurer, Forum for Child Rights said 
it had been the endeavour of the organisation to inculcate a 
sense of responsibility and all the stakeholders involved in 
protection of child rights. 

Calling on the khaki-clad personnel to play a greater role in 
the drive to improve the life of the child in the street, he said 
in the last 10 years, the Forum had rescued nearly 27,000 
children in need of help with the assistance of the allied 
departments and it was no mean achievement. 

M.C. Das, Member of the Child Welfare Committee (CWC), 
Krishna district, said police personnel were a disciplined and 
dedicated lot and they must respond to child-related issues 
also in a similar way.

CHILDLINE Bangalore participates in 
awareness mela 
CHILDLINE Bangalore participated in the awareness mela 
organised by Children’s Movement for Civic Awareness 
(CMCA). CHILDLINE had a stall and put up colourful 
banners, posters and awareness materials. 

Spoorthi event, a unique programme aimed at sensitising 
school children to generate civic awareness on CHILDLINE 
1098 Service and to uphold the rights of children.

A large number of children visited the stall and showed 
interest to know more about the CHILDLINE Service. 

CHILDLINE participates in Workshop on 
Right to Information as a Tool for Advocacy on 
Child Rights 
The workshop was jointly organised by Juvenile Justice 
Desk, Association for Development and World Vision 
India. Rene Jacob, Director, Advocacy, World Vision India 
welcomed the gathering. 
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The RTI Act has built a bridge between Government and 
people and had the potential to ensure accountability, 
transparency in governance and civil society participation.

-Dr. Shanmugavelayudam

Mr. Regis Joseph, National Coordinator, JJ National Desk, 
briefed the participants on Juvenile Justice National Desk 
and its activities.

In his inaugural address, Dr. Shanmugavelayudam, Director, 
TN Forces and professor of the Department of Social Work 
of Loyola College, spoke on the revolutionary changes that 
the Right to Information Act has brought about. 

The RTI Act has built a bridge between Government and 
people and had the potential to ensure accountability, 
transparency in governance and civil society participation 
said Dr. Shanmugavelayudam. He expressed concern over 
lack of awareness of many about the Act and optimal use 
of it. 

Priyanka, AFD, presented the Delhi experience of the 
use of RTI Act with regard to Child Labour followed by 
Raaj Mangal’s input that generated spirited discussion.  
Priyanka made a brief presentation on the Bonded Labor 
System (Abolition) Act, 1976, and outlined the main legal 
provisions under this Act. Justin Johny, CIF participated in 
the workshop.

CHILDLINE ringing!
CHILDLINE family is growing fast. CHILDLINE has 
nationally responded to over 2 million calls till date and 
is now in 122 cities. Here is a region wise list of new 
CHILDLINEs started ringing. 

North Region: Ambala, Dehradun, Dungarpur, Gautam 
Budh Nagar, Jhansi, Jodhpur, Ludhiana, Manali, Patiala, 
Rohtak, Srinagar, Kangra.

South Region: Bidar, Chittoor, Davangere, Dharwad, 
Dindigul, Dharmapuri, Mandya, Mysore, Puducherry 
Shimoga, Thiruvanamalai.

East Region: Aizawl, Bilaspur, Burdwan, Darjeeling, 
Dhanbad, Dimapur, Muzaffarpur, North 24 Parganas, Pakur, 
Raipur.

West Region: Guna, Jabalpur, Khandwa, Rajkot, Sagar, 
Sangli.

CHILDLINE Palakkad conducts train outreach 
CHILDLINE Palakkad team conducted train outreach 
programme in December from Palakkad Railway Junction 

to Shornur Junction to create awareness about child labour 
and beggary. 

The Railway Protection force supported the programme and 
4 RPF personnel participated in the same. CHILDLINE team 
worked in groups and spread awareness across  seventeen 
compartment of Coimbatore - Mangalapuram passenger 
train.

This 7 hour long operation reached out to thousands of 
passengers and intervened in 9 child labour cases and 4 cases 
of  babies involved in begging. The cases were referred to 
CWC Palakkad. A thirteen year old mentally challenged boy 
was rescued and was sent to a shelter home. 

CHILDLINE Kanyakumari conducts open 
house programme 
CHILDLINE Kanyakumari conducted an open house 
programme at Patirettambadi on November 27, 2010.  32 
children participated in the programme and who also 
prepared agenda for the programme and participated actively 
in the programme. 

Azahmmal, a six year old child welcomed the participants. 
Ramya and Sivakami talked about CHILDLINE and its 
activities. CHILDLINE team conducted session on child 
rights & child protection.  At the end of the programme 
few school dropout children were identifi ed and they were 
referred to government vocational training institute. 

CHILDLINE Bhubaneswar organises 
awareness programme on CHILDLINE
1000 Children from all over participated in the programme 
& performed songs, acted in a street play.

CHILDLINE Bhubaneswar organised an awareness 
programme on at the Regional Science Centre, Bhubaneswar 
on November 30, 2010. They used banners, posters and put 
up a stall in order to share more information on CHILDLINE. 

1000 Children from all over participated in the event. They 
performed songs, acted in a street play etc. A painting 
competition on ‘human rights’ was organised by Ruchika 
Social Service Organisation to mark World Aids Day. 

Mrs. Usha Rani Das, Under Secretary to Govt. Women 
and Child Development Department, Mrs. Smruti Rekha 
Mohanty, Member of the CWC, Khurda, Ananta Narayan 
Jena, Mayor, Bhubaneswar and other government offi cials 
visited the CHILDLINE  stall and appreciated the efforts 
made.  
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CHILDLINE Tirunelveli conducts open house 
programme
CHILDLINE Tirunelveli conducted open house programme 
at Sri Lankan Refugee camp, Gobalasamuthiram. 89 children 
participated in the programme. The children enacted a lively 
skit on problems faced by them in school and intervention by 
CHILDLINE.  Children also sang the CHILDLINE song and 
presented a session on CHILDLINE. 

The team staged a puppet show and a street play on child 
labour. The programme concluded with a vote of thanks by 
the Tirunelveli CHILDLINE Coordinator. 

Media Tools for change 
CHILDLINE India Foundation in association with the 
Academy for Educational Development and Whistling 
Woods International hosted ‘Media Tools for Change’ 
(MTC). 

The fi lm will not only helps in internal communication 
efforts towards CHILDLINEs outreach programs but 
will also act as a comprehensive and interesting tool for 
communication with the external audiences.

The 2-member team, Alireza and Zeynab from Iran made 
an 8 minute fi lm on CHILDLINE in September 2010. 
Communication and Strategic Initiatives department, 
CIF, Mumbai gave inputs to the team and coordinated the 
programme. 

The fi lm was launched on October 9, 2010 at theWhistling 
Woods International School. The fi lm was an attempt to 
understand how the 1098 spells hope for millions of children 
across India. 

The fi lm will not only helps in internal communication efforts 
towards CHILDLINEs outreach programs but will also act 
as a comprehensive and interesting tool for communication 
with the external audiences. The fi lm strikes an emotional 
chord and brings out the essence of CHILDLINE in a 
forthright and simple manner.

This initiative was part of the Filmmaking Tools for 
Education Program that brought together media students and 
NGO professionals. It proved to be a learning experience 
both for the students and the employees at CHILDLINE. 

CHILDLINE Nagapattinam organises 
awareness programme on CHILDLINE
CHILDLINE organised an awareness programme using 
puppet shows, Street theatre and IEC material. The 
programme covered a large section of society including 

the general public, municipal counselors, auto rickshaw 
drivers and SHG members. As a result of the programme, 31 
intervention calls were received.

The team sensitised 24 schools on CHILDLINE as a result 
of which over 4500 children benefi tted. As a result, 15 
intervention calls were received.

CHILDLINE Cuttack organises Taskforce meet 
CHILDLINE Cuttack organised a Taskforce Meet on 
alternative care, reference to foster care and child’s rights at 
YCDA, Bhubaneswar on December 23, 2010. 

The Chairman & Members of CWC Cuttack, Khurdha, 
Director of CHILDLINE Cuttack were present on the 
occasion. The Director of CHILDLINE shared experiences 
on alternative care for adoption, foster care and sponsorships. 

CHILDLINE participates in State level training 
workshop on access to justice for children
The workshop was organised by Centre for Child and the 
Law, National Law School of India University, Goa. Ms. 
Anita Haladi, former Vice Chairperson, Goa Commission 
for Children presented a session on the status of child 
rights in Goa. She dwelt on the status of children in Goa, 
child protection mechanism available and how it could be 
strengthened to access justice to children.

The training was a good learning experience to understand 
the various human rights institutions; their powers, role 
and function and it gave a fair understanding of the quasi 
judicial and judicial procedure in handling intervention 
cases which would be helpful in guiding CHILDLINE 
team.

-Thomas Paul 

Ms. Sameera S. Kazi, Chairperson, GSCPCR talked about 
the experiences of the Goa Commission for Protection 
of Child Rights. She illustrated the positive and negative 
experiences of the commission while working towards justice 
to children and the plans of the commission to strengthen 
the child protection mechanism by joining hands with all the 
organizations that are working towards the same goal.

Ms. Arlene Manoharan, Centre for Child and the Law, 
NLSIU, Bangalore, elaborated on understanding Children’s 
Commissions and other Independent Human Rights 
Institutions

The training was a good learning experience to understand 
the various human rights institutions; their powers, role and 
function and it gave a fair understanding of the quasi judicial 
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and judicial procedure in handling intervention cases which 
would be helpful in guiding CHILDLINE team, said Thomas 
Paul, SRRC, CIF

Awareness at the Bus Stand- CHILDLINE 
Ahmednagar 
CHILDLINE Ahmednagar organised an awareness 
programme on CHILDLINE at the Tarakpur Bus Stand on 
October 23, 2010. CHILDLINE T-shirts, caps, banners and 
posters were distributed to the general public. Mr.Jagtap, the 
person incharge at the bus depot inaugurated the event. This 
also helped to mobilise volunteers for CHILDLINE.

In Memoriam: bids us goodbye
CHILDLINE family has lost one of its valued members, 
Mrs. Inderjit Khurana, Director, CHILDLINE 
Bhubaneswar on October 26, 2010. 

Mrs.Inderjit Khurana was a remarkable woman, a 
globally celebrated social entrepreneur determined yet 
gentle, learned yet always learning.  She epitomized 
what is noble and devoted her life in service of the 
downtrodden and poor children for last 25 years. 

“if the child cannot come to the school, the school has to 
come to the child”

-Mrs. Inderjit

She founded Ruchika Social Service Organisation 
and had contributed as one of the initiators of Indian 
Association for Preschool Association, Orissa.  Her 
lifelong contribution brought about an immense change 
in the poor children and community has been recognized 
and honored in many spheres across the globe. 

Mrs.Inderjit was selected as 
one of ten New Heroes in the 
world by American Public 
Broadcasting Services. 

She received World’s 
Children Prize for Rights of 
the Child, World Children’s 
Award 2007 for her long 
struggle for poorest and most 
vulnerable children’s right to 
education, National Award, Shining Leadership Award, 
Derozio Award and many others.

CONDOLENCE

Revamp of Child Protection & Child Rights 
Section 
The CRCP section provides a comprehensive base of knowl-
edge regarding Child Protection and  Child Rights. 

The Child Protection / Child Rights (CRCP) section of 
CHILDLINE website (www.childlineindia.org.in) was up-
dated and re-structured in October 2010. 

The Child Rights & Child Protection section provides a 
comprehensive base of knowledge regarding Child Protec-
tion and  Child Rights (CP/CR) in India, Regionally & In-
ternationally. 

The section is for students, scholars, fi eld workers, CHILD-
LINE staff and partners, and citizens generally interested in 
CP/CR. The purpose of  section is to provide crucial infor-
mation about CP/CR.

CRCP section discusses various issues faced by children-
across the world and specifi cally in India & outlines various 
policy, legislature, programmes and budgetary allocations 
for children in India and connects these efforts to state, na-
tional, regional and international bodies and commitments.

Visit http://childlineindia.org.in/rights.htm and register - 
a brief registration is required for all visitors. Explore the 
world of Child Rights and Child Protection. 

South African delegation at CHILDLINE
Nishit Kumar, head, Communication and Strategic 
department spoke on CHILDLINE at the South African 
delegation on September 22, 2010 at Trident Hotel, 
Mumbai.
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The offi cial website of Murshidabad, (www.murshidabad.
gov.in) displays CHILDLINE logo which links to 
CHILDLINE homepage. 

CHILDLINE Reports for period of 2009-10 of CHILDLINEs 
in Orissa is now in available in the offi cial website of WCD, 
Govt. of Odisha. (www.wcdorissa.gov.in/childlinereports). 

CHILDLINE was featured in the students alumni section of 
Guru Nanak College website. (http://www.gnczoology.com/)

CHILDLINE was featured in the offi cial website of South 24 
Parganas. (http://www.s24pgs.gov.in/)

The offi cial website of Dibrugrah district, (http://
dibrugarh.nic.in/) now displays the logo of 
CHILDLINE which links it to the homepage. 

CHILDLINE was featured in the Indiablooms website 
(http://www.indiablooms.com/index.php) 

CHILDLINE awareness hoardings: 
With a view to create awareness on  CHILDLINE 1098 
Service, CHILDLINE Palakkad put up 100 CHILDLINE 
awareness hoardings in Panchayath offi ces & Village offi ces in 
Palakkad district. 

CHILDLINE Xpressions
CHILDLINE Social Media: Connect with 
CHILDLINE online 
Did you know that CHILDLINE is on Facebook, Twitter, 
and YouTube, eBlog.

Here are some ways for you to take part:
Visit CHILDLINE website, (www.childlineindia.org.in) 
home page  

Become a ‘fan’ of CHILDLINE on Facebook. Facebook 
allows CHILDLINE to bring informative content including 
video, audio and photos to hundreds of Facebook ‘fans’. Be-
come a fan.

Follow CHILDLINE on Twitter: Twitter’s social-messag-
ing utility, available via your computer or mobile device, lets 
you stay connected with CHILDLINE’s efforts in real time. 
Follow CHILDLINE

CHILDLINE on YouTube: Join and Subscribe.

00:04:13 
average time 
on website

48,400 
page views

80.57% 
New visits

CHILDLINE India Foundation website http://
childlineindia.org.in recorded the highest ever traffi c 
in November 2010, over 13,000 visitors. Of these over 
11000 visitors were fi rst time visitors.  

3.57 
pages / visits

13,548 
visits

Website 
usage

ch
ild

lineindia.org.in
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CHILDLINE Stickers and Banners: 
State Bank of India, Gorakhpur supported CHILDLINE 
Gorakhpur by sponsoring 5000 laminated CHILDINE 
Stickers & 100 fl ex banners. 

CHILDLINE banners were displayed in 57 State Bank of 
India branches in Gorakhpur District. 

CHILDLINE in Cinema theatres & local 
channels: 
CHILDLINE Meerut team was successful in incorporating 
slide inserts on CHILDLINE in Cinema theatres and local 
channels, thus enabling them to reach out to large number 
of people.

CHILDLINE Identity Cards: 
The identity cards of CHILDLINE Bhubaneswar staff were 
signed by Commissioner, Cum Secretary of Women & Child 
Welfare Department Government, Odisha.

CHILDLINE fl ex boards: 
CHILDLINE hoardings have been placed at various 
police stations in Ahmednagar. Arun Kaka Gajtap, MLA, 
Ahmednagar sponsored  15 CHILDLINE fl ex boards.
 
CHILDLINE Kolkata put up fl ex boards and 
hoardings: 
CHILDLINE Kolkata displayed 35 CHILDLINE fl ex 
boards and hoardings in S.D.O Offi ce and Central Bus stand 
in  Contai, Kalinagar Bus stand, B.D.O Offi ce, Khejuri,  
Patashpur Bus stand, Digha Science city, Paniparul Bus 
stand, Nanda kumar police station, Bhabanipur police 
station, Moyna police station. 

CHILDLINE xpressions in training manuals: 
CHILDLINE Kanyakumari got CHILDLINE xpressions 
printed in 1000 training manuals printed by Nagercoil 
Municipality. 

CHILDLINE awareness at Departmental Post 
offi ces: 
The Chief Postmaster General, Kerala Circle have issued 
circular to display CHILDLINE posters on the notice boards 
of the Departmental Post offi ces for one year in all post 
offi ces in Kerala. 
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The Director, Social Defence, Tamilnadu & Director, Women 
& Child Development, Andhra Pradesh issued circulars to 
District Collectors on CHILDLINE expansion under ICPS 
for 2010 - 11. 

The Offi ce of the Programme offi cer, Jammu issued a 
circular to all Child Development Project Offi cers regarding 
extending support for services of CHILDLINE and children 
in Jammu district.

CHILDLINE Xpressions

NIGHT & DAY

BSNL Shillong prints CHILDLINE message on 
BSNL envelope

CHILDLINE was featured in offi cial website of 
Balangir district, (www.balangir.nic.in)

Like every year, the Standard Chartered 
Marathon brings alive the spirit of Mumbai. 
Standard Chartered Marathon 2011 saw 
a great deal of enthusiasm and vigor not 
only from those who support CHILDLINE 
but by children themselves.....

The fi rst of three workshops for training 
volunteers in Child Sexual Abuse (CSA) 
awareness saw participation from 28 
enthusiastic volunteers, from diverse walks 
of life. Students, teachers and parents 
attended four day workshop, while 13 
resource persons took them through various 
aspects of CSA at Mumbai...

CHILDLINE Mumbai organised NICP 
Workshop for Government Railway Police 
(GRP) at Mumbai...

Watch out for next issue of hello childline.

Forthcoming Attractions 
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Calls made to CHILDLINE: April - December, 2010

Categories South North West East Total

No. of Cities 30 18 17 22 87

Medical Help 786 1,382 652 2,465 5,285

Shelter 2,899 732 654 1,554 5,839

Repatriation 3,189 1,713 306 1,632 6,840

Rescue 1,709 1,060 462 651 3,882

Death Related 10 23 5 40 78

Sponsorship 583 704 620 1,600 3,507

Missing 1,730 1,748 597 2,305 6,380

Emotional Support & Guidance 70,387 138,074 114,085 94,833 417,379

Silent / Confidence Building 83,418 39,913 64,600 56,675 244,606

Information / Referrel to Services 103,766 31,920 36,296 69,413 241,395

Intervention Follow-up 44,708 17,712 9,601 26,574 98,595

Unable to locate Caller 1,608 470 104 1,373 3,555

Intervention Calls - I 314,793 235,451 227,982 259,115 1,037,341

Awareness Building Calls 30,620 20,023 6,002 29,428 80,073

Technical Connectivity Problems 113,524 178,257 154,587 86,551 532,919

Any Other 4,413 3,006 1,644 6,199 15,262

Unclassified 63 71 80 253 467

Non Intervention Calls - II 148,620 201,357 162,313 116,431 628,721

Total I & II 463,413 436,808 390,295 375,546 1,666,062
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Hamko bahut accha lagta hai jab CHILDLINE ki Didi aur Bhaiya hamare school mai 
aate hai aur hamko alag alag subject par nayee - Nayee jankariya dete hain.
Pooja and group, Abhilasha Children group, Gwalior.

CHILDLINE  Gwalior ne meri to life hi badal dee  
kuch din pehle meri mummy ne mujhe schho bhejne se mana kar diya aur kaha ki ab 
tum pad kar kya karogi aur hamare paas  tumhe padane ke liye paisa bhi nahi hai
CHILDLINE team ne jab maine is bare mai baat ki to unhone meri mummy ko 
samjhaya aur meri fees ke liye bhi my FM GWALIOR se paise dilvayee itna hi nahi 
mere liye free tuition ki bhi arrangement kee
Thank you CHILDLINE
Babita Soni, Gajraraja School, Gwalior 

“The future of every country lies in the hands of their youth but the future of the 
young ones lies on the way the leaders of the country handle their education sector,” a 
thirteen year old participant  during  Safe School Campaign at Ramaharinagar 
Saraswati Sisubidya Mandir in Ganjam District. 
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Kindly follow the fi ve point guidelines below while taking 
photographs for the Newsletter.

Keep in mind the old saying, ‘A picture is worth a thousand words’. 
So click photos which tell a story and there must be some action 
happening in every story.

Whatever may be the event, try to focus on the speakers on the 
podium with the banner which states what the event is and the 
date should be clearly visible, for eg, a shot of the attendees or 
interaction between the VIPs etc. 

Please don’t copy paste the image or scanned clippings in the 
word document. Send us JPEG format with high resolution (>300 
dpi) Also ensure that proper lighting on the person/object you are 
clicking.

Remember that pictures published in Hello Childline are in black & 
white, hence use lighter backgrounds and effective use of Camera 
fl ash. Pictures taken on mobile phones are not acceptable. When 
sending the fi les, please add captions and date.

 *This will help in better print-production of photographs in 
newsletter. We appreciate your co-operation.

Photo Guidelines*

Hello Childline September 2010 issue 
was a fantabulous issue in every 
respect. CHILDLINE activities across 
the country were covered lucidly. 
The varieties in content & new look 
marked up to satisfaction. 

The captions, pictures, graphs all 
made Hello Childline news letter very 
attractive and library edition. It is 
very encouraging for CHILDLINE, 
Berhampur team to see activities 
of CHILDLINE, Berhampur in last 
issues of hello childline. 

Prabhu Prasad Patro, Center 
Coordinator, CHILDLINE 

Berhampur.

Hello Childline is a good medium to 
share CHILDLINEs  experiences and 
innovation with entire network which 
in turn enhances service delivery, as 
we are constantly learning from each 
CHILDLINEs diverse experiences! 

Looking forward to see more pages 
dedicated for case studies and 
activities. 

Dr. Vijay Gupta, Director, 
CHILDLINE Gwalior.

Hello childline keeps CHILDLINE 
network informed and connected. 
Case studies and Events section in 
September 2010 was noteworthy. We 
appreciate good work in bringing up 
Hello childline. 
CHILDLINE Kanchipuram team.

CHILDLINE Meerut team have 
got due inspiration from last issue 
of hello childline as it depicts true 
achievements of CHILDLINE in 
simple words…also the layout and 
content is commendable.

Simran Chopra, Counselor, 
CHILDLINE Meerut.

The September 2010 was spectacular.  
It gave valuable information on child 
rights issues and defi nitely helped us 
to be updated about happenings in 
other CHILDLINEs. We appreciate 
clarity and depth of content in last 
issue . Wishing you all the best. 

CHILDLINE Malappuram team.
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September 2010

From Editors Desk

Dear Readers,

reetings! Welcome to the yet another edition of the 

“Hello Childline” Newsletter. This edition covers various 

Gevents and activities of CHILDLINE across the country 

for the months of June, July and August 2010.

CHILDLINE 1098 is a national 24 hour, free, emergency 

telephone helpline and outreach service for children in need of 

care and protection. CHILDLINE team receives & responds to 

the calls and provides direct assistance such as medical, 

shelter, protection from abuse, repatriation, death, missing 

children, intensive counseling. 

CHILDLINE has moved closer towards its vision of reaching out 

to every child in need of care and protection. It is now ringing in 

83 cities thus increasing the impact in trying to make the country 

a better place for children.

From the Outreach to Intervention, from spreading the word on ''Hello CHILDLINE'' 

newsletter to facebook to build a culture of Child protection, the CHILDLINE teams are working round the clock to increase awareness and raise 

funds for their cause and to help child in need of care and protection.

“Hello Childline” newsletter acts as a crucial tool to share information about Child Protection and best practices in CHILDLINE service. This issue 

also has some successful cases where CHILIDLINEs have been able to restore, reunite lost and runaway children with their families. 

In this issue, read about how Jammu & Chandigarh rescued the little Santosh, a six-year-old missing child from Ludhiana and CHILDLINE Calicut 

prevents trafficking of Children. Many of the cases prove that the strong and prompt networking and timely intervention by CHILDLINE has been a 

life saviour to the children in need of aid and assistance. 

Read this edition of Hello CHILDLINE to know about CAB meetings and other innovative 

initiatives of CHILDLINEs across the country. It's September already and CHILDLINE 

continues its 2010 journey with full gusto. There are so many exciting things on the 

horizon to look forward to. CHILDLINE teams are busy with CHILDLINE Se Dosti Week 

which will be held in the month of November- a weeklong event aspiring to inculcate 

awareness on CHILDLINE in the minds of all the Partners, Corporate Associates, Media, 

Telecom Companies, Celebrities, Schools and Colleges.

Please keep supporting the spirit of CHILDLINE and help us ensure a brighter future for 

thousands of children in need of aid and assistance. We have strived to bring a new flavor 

to the newsletter. It is not just the news look, but we have also tried to bring variety into the 

content as well. Do send us your comments, contributions, questions and feedbacks to 

hellochildline@childlineindia.org.in towards making it more interesting and 

meaningful. This is very important to us and will help us to make Hello CHILDLINE more 

enjoyable to you. It is your continued support in every form that has helped us to achieve 

what we have and make us strive for more. 

Keep Reading!

CHILDLINE India Foundation (CIF) and CHILDLINE 

1098 in Advisory from Ministry of Home Affairs, GOI.

CHILDLINE Kolkata conducts workshop on 

Children's Council.

CHILDLINE xpressions are now on the official 

website of Murshidabad and Balangir district.

CHILDLINE Shillong celebrates Ninth Birthday. 

CHILDLINE spreads buzz on buses and gas books in 

Ahemdabad. 

CHILDLINE Andaman & Nicobar Islands celebrates 

International Drug Abuse Day. 

CHILDLINE Vijayawada observes World Day 

against Child Labour.

CHILDLINE xpressions will soon appear in School 

premises in Rajasthan.

What is CHILDLINE?

CHILDLINE is a national, 24-hour, free, emergency 

telephone helpline service for children in need of care and 

protection. The CHILDLINE number 1098 is a toll free 

number that is common in all the cities of India. Initially 

started in Mumbai in June 1996, CHILDLINE is currently 

operational in 83 cities. CHILDLINE aims to reach out to 

the most marginalised children and provides interventions 

of shelter, medical, repatriation, rescue, death related, 

sponsorships, emotional support and guidance.

So if YOU see a child in distress, Call 1098 !

Connecting to Children: 

CHILDLINE 1098 & Telecom 

Connectivity

Page 10

CAB Meeting Outcome: 

Page 14

Activities 

Across Country: 

Page 16

News Bytes 
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CHILDLINE in the News
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CHILDLINE organised a week-long awareness campaign – ‘CHILDLINE Se 
Dosti’ from the 8th -14th of November, 2010 to make ordinary citizens stakeholders 
in CHILDLINE 1098. The ostensible purpose of this campaign was to generate 
a Million ‘Dosts’ for CHILDLINE and acquaint people with Child Rights and 
Protection. Be it a student, a taxi driver, an IT professional, a rickshaw puller or a 
housewife, it was the objective to reach out to people from different walks of life 
to get to know CHILDLINE, begin to care about vulnerable children and initiate 
action towards change.  
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The campaign included activities ranging from cricket matches in the 
Meerut, Kite fl ying in Udaipur, coolies in Baroda spreading awareness by 
wearing Childline Badges, a motorcycle rally in Berhampur, a signature 
campaign in Kochi, tying of Suraksha Bandhans to police personnel in 
Chennai to a Childline Bus creating hype in public spaces. 
This campaign was a step forward in achieving our vision of a ‘child-
friendly’ nation. 
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Do you want to be a CHILDLINE Dost?
Sign up on www.childlineindia.org.in or take the Dosti Pledge below:

I commit myself to:

Dial 1098

For any help my dost might need

Object/Oppose

To any harm being caused to my dost

Speak up

Against those who cause harm to my dost

Treat

My dost with dignity, respect and love

I, ________

Promise to be a true Childline dost
52
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Agartala

CHILDLINE Rally 
On November 14th, 2010, enthusiastic children marched from 
Ranirbazar to Khoerpur. A CHILDLINE Van accompanied 
this rally that was decorated with banners and stickers. The 
highlight of the event was children tying Suraksha Bandhan’s 
to the Police Personnel in their district.

Purnea

Fun and Frolic day for children
On Children’s Day, the CHILDLINE Team conducted an 
awareness session on CHILDLINE at the Saraswati Shishu 
Mandir. The day followed with games, dance and painting 
competitions for the children.

CHILDLINE Rally
The rally at Madhopara created a sense of unity amongst 
all those who made the effort to come out and participate. 
Conducted on the 9th of November, 2010, this event saw 
children and concerned individuals from different walks of 
life chant slogans, carry banners and placards and walk to 
support a noble cause. 

Murshidabad

Suraksha Bandhan
Children from the Nabagram Shaishab Nursery tied 
Suraksha Bandhans to the Nabagram Block Administrative 
personnel, Child Development Project Offi ce (CDPO) of 
Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS), SI Offi ce 
and the Nabagram Police. 

The dosti campaign was celebrated at the Nabagram 
Primary School Maidan including events like a CHILDLINE 
Walkathon, Kite Flying, Writing Competition, Quiz 
Competition, Dance Competition and a Rally. 

South 24 Parangas

Radio Show on Child Rights 
As part of the Dosti celebrations, the School of Women’s 
Studies, Jadavpur University conducted a Radio show on 
Child Rights and the Integrated Child Protection Scheme 
(ICPS). This show hosted Joydev Majumdar, Director of 
CHILDLINE Paschim Midnapur, Indrani Banerjee, Nodal 
Coordinator 

Kolkata

Cyclothone
50 volunteers, school chidren and senior citizens got together 
and participated in a Cyclothone to spread awareness on 
1098.

Suraksha Bandhan
The efforts of the CWC were appreciated by children and 
CHILDLINE. 51 personnel at the Ekbalpore, Alipore, New 
Alipore, Taratala, Behala, Thakur Pukur, Hastings, Watgung, 
South Port, West port, Garden Reach and Matiaburj police 
stations were tied Suraksha Bandhans. 

In addition, the Commissioner of Police at Lalbazar warmly 
welcomed the children on this occasion. He interacted 
with the children and assured them all the help and support 
he could in his capacity. The Police Commissioner, 
Special Commissioners, Additional Commissioners, Joint 
Commissioners and DC /DD were also present. 

E
A
S
T
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Birthday Party
Children’s Day was celebrated at the CINI Asha Shelter 
Home on November, 14th, 2010. Activities such as Drawing 
and Painting competitions along with games were organised 
for the children.

Visit to BITM
One of the most exciting events during the Dosti week was 
the visit made by the children from Don Bosco Ashalayam 
Home to the Birla Industrial and Technological Museum 
(BITM) on 12th November, 2010. They were involved in 

various activities such as watching a TV Show, a 3D & a 
coal mine show, creative sessions, a cultural programme and 
a performance by singer, Nipobithi Ghosh. 

The Director of BITM, representatives of the Allied Systems, 
CWC members, JJB Members and the Secretary of ASTEC, 
South Asia, were all present to cheer the children on. This 
event received much acclaim in the Times of India, All India 
Radio, Friends Radio, FM Radio and Tara Music. 

Cuttack

Awareness Camps
Approximately 200 children from Tilak Nagar, Hairan Pur, 
Brajabihari Pur and Munda Sahi slums visited Biju Patnaqik 
Park at Abhinab Bidanasi on the 9th of November, 2010. 
This awareness drive was chaired by Dr. S.N. Das, Chairman 
of the CWC, Cuttack and Rini Mohanty, a member of the 
CWC, Cuttack.

100 children from Sovaniya Sikhyashram, Police High 
school, Saraswati Sishu Mandir, Sevasikhya Niketan and 
Raghunathjew Bidyapith took part in Painting, Drawing, 
Singing and Debate Competitions on the theme of ‘Save the 
Environment’. 

A special awareness programme for the Lion’s Club Members 
was conducted on November 11th, 2010. An introduction 
to CHILDLINE and its activities was presented to 25 
members. Mr. Narayana Mohanty, President of the Lion’s 
Club promised continued support to CHILDLINE during 
interventions. 

Signature campaign
D.N. Pattanik, the Additional District Magistrate inaugurated 
the campaign. The Additional District Social Welfare Offi cer, 
District Protection Offi cer, lawyers,teachers, administrators, 
bankers, traders, business personnel, social activists, students 
and the general public came together to show their solidarity 
towards the cause. 

Street Play 
The issue of Child Labour and especially at Dhabas and 
restaurants were brought to light through a street play. This 
was enacted at the Cuttack Railway Station and Badambadi 
Palamandap Bus Terminus to sensitize the mass public on 
these issues. 

Bhubhaneshwar

Suraksha Bandhan
Children and the CHILDLINE team tied Suraksha Bandhans 
to Aparajita Sarangi, Commissioner, Arti Ahuja, Secretary, 
Dept. of Women and Child Development, Sujata Kartikeyan, 
Director of Social Welfare, Dept. of Women and Child 
Development, Usha Rani Das, OAS, Under Secretary to 
Department of Women and Child Development, Government 
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Railway Police, BBSR Railway Station, Railway Protection 
Force and Khandagiri Police Station. 

Berhampur

Abolish Child Labour
Thasildar, Polasara inaugurated the Childline Se Dosti 
campaign by signing on a CHILDLINE banner. B.D.O, 
Polasara, CDPO, Polasara, G.P.E.O, Polasara and all PRI 
members from 26 GPs of Polasara Block were present during 
the occassion. 

Addressing the gathering, Sudhir Sabat, Director of 
CHILDLINE Berhampur said, ‘Several tribal children from 
Orissa’s Gajapati and Kandhamal districts were saved from 
being traffi cked with the help of CHILDLINE.’

The CHILDLINE Berhampur team visited orphanages 
and schools, besides meeting The Sarpanchs, Panchayat 
Samiti, Zilla Parishad members to create awareness about 
CHILDLINE 1098, child protection and child rights. 

The campaign aimed to abolish child labour and was kicked 
off in different blocks and orphanages involving members 
of the panchayat raj institutions and senior government 
offi cials. 

Post Card Campaign
Interestingly enough, the only Post Card Campaign during 
the Dosti week took place in Berhampur. It was inaugurated 
by the Headmaster of Buguda High School. 

123 children from the Dhanaghara High School and UP 
School in Bahinipati participated too. The attendees of the 
event was taken through an introduction to CHILDLINE. 

Interestingly enough, the only Post Card Campaign 
during the Dosti week took place in Berhampur. It 
was inaugurated by the Headmaster of Buguda High 
School

Signature Campaign 
Held at the Tribal and Rural Welfare Residential High 
School, Humma, 200 children from the school participated 
in this programme.

Students from the Gothali High School participated in the 
Dosti campaign too. A Signature Campaigning was held at 
the Sri Aurobindo Integral Education Center at Chatrapur.

Suraksha Bandhan 
Children tied Suraksha bandhans to the Additional District 
Magistrate, District Panchayat Offi cer, Project Director, 
District Rural Development Agency (DRDA), APD of 
DRDA, SP, Ganjam, DSWO and other district level offi cials. 
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The campaign was also carried out at Sradha coaching 
Center and Gopalkrushna Sevashrama, Bahinipati. A total of 
138 children participated in this event. 

Awareness on 1098
The CHILDLINE Se Dosti campaign was held at the Central 
Home Cum Observation Home for Girls in Berhampur. 50 
children from the home were present. A presentation on 
CHILDLINE was made to induct the children on the 1098 
number. 

ICDS Project 
On November 10th, 2010 a meet was held on the ICDS 
project in the presence of Madhuri Padhy, President for  100 
anganwadi workers and the Supervisor.

Shillong

Suraksha Bandhan 
The tying of wrist bands to Police personnel happened at 
Police Stations in Jhalupara, Cantonment Beat House, Syiem 
Mylliem, and Mawlai. The Dosti celebrations kickstarted 
with this event. 

CHILDLINE Rally
Banners, posters, megaphones and slogans on CHILDLINE 
and Child rights added essence to this event. Numerous 
children participated in this walk from Khyndialad to Lady 
Hydari Park in order to spread awareness on CHILDLINE. 
The rally was followed by a gathering of 80 slum children 
who were given refreshments and gifts. Rilang Shelter Home 

1098

children were also present. 

The Divisional Forest Offi cer of Wild Life, East Khasi Hills 

Division was thanked for providing permission to undertake 
this programme at the Park.

The Directorate of Information and Public Relations, 
Shillong carried out announcements to create 
awareness on CHILDLINE 

Puri

Workshop on Reading Skills
An innovative event for encouraging reading amongst 
children was conducted during the Dosti week. CHILDLINE 
Puri was well appreciated by the District authorities of Sarva 
Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) and received a citizenry felicitation 
for implementing Child Rights. 

Dr. Kailash Tikayat Ray, Ex-Director of Odia Bhasa 
Pratisthan, Odisha, Dr Kartik Kumar Das, Principal of Suraj 
Mal Saha College and Purnachandra Sahoo, BRCC, SSA 
were present on the occasion.
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Mumbai

CHILDLINE Rotary Walkathon

                     

The fi rst ever Walkathon in support of CHILDLINE was 
held on 14th November, 2010. This event in association with 
the Rotary Club of Mumbai, Queen’s necklace began at the 
Police Gymkhana and continued along Marine Drive. 

Close to 300 people including young volunteers, social 
activists, friends and family of CHILDLINE participated in 
this walk. The most exciting part for the children was the 
performances by the International Clowns and the Police 
Band. 
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Mrs. Neerja Birla, Aditya Birla Group fl agged off 
the event by encouraging all the participants to take 
the Dosti Oath. Kajol Menon, Executive Director, 
CHILDLINE India Foundation, VJ Gaurav, 
Channel V and President of Rotary, Jayesh Sheth 
also participated in the walk wearing CHILDLINE 
T-shirts and carrying fl ags and banners

Street Play
Jalebi Ink, a media content space for young people, staged a 
street play on Child Labour. This play presented a very real 
picture of the life of children working at Railway Stations as 
Child Labourers. 

On the bustling promenade of Carter Road, Bandra, this play 
caught the attention of many bypassers.

Dosti with Tata Consultancy Limited
From the 12th-19th of November 2010, CHILDLINE set up 
kiosks and stalls at the TCS offi ces in Powai, Goregaon and 
Vikroli. 

Tying of Suraksha Bandhan, a volunteer drive and street 

plays were organized. 8000 employees attended the 
programmes and shared their details for further interaction 
with CHILDLINE.  

Kalyan 

Children along with members of CHILDLINE tied Suraksha 
Bandhans to over 500 Police Offi cials, Medical Offi cers 
and the General Public in the areas of Dombivli, Kalyan, 
Badlapur, Ulhasnagar and Ambernath. 

A walkathon was also organised from Shivaji Chowk to 
Nehru chowk. 

Gwalior

Workshop on Female Foeticide
Amn awareness workshop was conducted at the Rajkiya 
Hindi Vidhya Peeth Govt Girls Higher secondary school and 
the Taksal Govt Higher secondary school in Lashkar, Gwalior. 
This was followed by a presentation on CHILDLINE and 
the tying of wrist bands to the teachers and principals of the 
schools. 

On 8th November, 2010, a Suraksha Bandhan event was 
organised to tie wrist bands to Manohar Verma, Additional 
S.P In Charge of S.P. Gwalior, C.S.P, Jhansi road, Pradeep 
Patel, DSP (Crime), Neeraj Pandey and also to the police 
personnel of the Gwalior police station. 

Public announcements
A public announcement campaign was carried out across the 
city covering New Darpan colony, Thatipur, Morar, Gole Ka 
mandir Railway Station, Fool Bag, Kila gate, Ghas mandi, 
Koteshwar Mandir and Maharaj Bada. Team members 
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distributed stickers, fl iers and posters to the general public. 

‘Wings to fl y’ campaign
30 slum children participated in this campaign which was 
organised with the basic objective that every child has a right 
to a safe, secure and happy childhood, where their dreams 
can fi nd a voice. 

Volunteer Drive
Social Work students of the Jiwaji University in Gwalior 
were encouraged to volunteer for the Dosti programme. 
They were inducted on CHILDLINE through a puppet show 
demonstration. 

Children’s Day Party 
As part of CHILDLINE tradition, 65 children attended the 
Children’s day party at Ambedkar Park. The day was action 
packed with games and competitions for the children. 

Indore

Screening of Help me Fly
The Treasure Island Mall in Indore screened the Help me fl y 
video on November 13th and 14th. 

Inauguration of Special Juvenile Police Unit
The Mayor of Indore and CWC members were present on 
the occasion at the Pardesipura Police station. Deepesh 
Choukse, CHILDLINE Coordinator gave a brief introduction 
on CHILDLINE and its activities.

CHILDLINE tied Suraksha Bandhans to the Home Minister 
of MP, Mayor of the Municipal Corporation of Indore, the 
Magistrate of the Juvenile Justice Board, the Inspector 
General of Police, the Indore Range Senior Superintendent 
of Police, the Indore Chairperson and the CWC members of 
Indore. 

Others activities undertaken in Indore included a day of 
activities for 90 slum children. Sports competitions were 
held and prizes were distributed for the same. 

Nashik

CHILDLINE Nashik Walkathon
300 children from various shelter homes, respresentatives of 
the Navjeevan World Peace & Research Foundation, Dilip 
Hivrale, DWCD Offi cer, Hema Patwardhan, Chairperson, 
CWC and many other participated in this event. 

Along the route the children sang with great enthusiasm 
‘kaam nako shikshan dya, din ho ya raat childline hai 
bacchon ke saath, mulana shikshanacha hakka milalach 
pahije, mulga mulgi ek saman, khelnyacha aadhikar hiravoo 
naka, jagnyacha aadhikar milalach pahije’

This event received a great amount of media mileage. 

Pune

Awareness programme for Vendors
A battalion including volunteers from Bal Sena, the 
Children’s army, Gammat Shalas and informal schools 
celebrated the Dosti week with the objective of spreading 
awareness on Child Labour to food vendors. 

The rationale behind this was that food vendors form an 
integral part of the CHILDLINE network that works late, 
has information on traffi cked children and employ child 
labourers themselves. 

Bhopal 

Road show
An awareness drive across the city was conducted to spread 
awareness on 1098 and sensitize people towards child rights 
and protection.
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Kite fl ying
150 children from different schools came together for this 
event. The kites had childline logos making it a very colourful 
and thrilling experience for all those who participated.

Children’s Day at Umeed Home
AEGIS Private Limited, FM Broadcasting, LNCT College of 
Science and Technology jointly organised the Children’s Day 
celebrations at Umeed Home. 

The shelter home looked like it had undergone a makeover. 
There was immense enthusiasm and zest amongst the 
children and volunteers. There was dance, drawing, games, 
painting, laughter and fun all throughout the day. 

Big FM Bhopal covered the entire event on 14th November, 
2010. This resulted in 3 cases being reported after the 
broadcast.

Children visit UNICEF followed by the Launch 
of Jagmag
Children of Umeed Home visited the UNICEF Offi ce in 
MP. Tania Goldner, Chief of UNICEF interacted with the 

children. They also tied Suraksha Bandhans to the chief and 
the Offi cials.

Jagmag, a children’s newsletter was published by children of 
3 villages of Guna. The fi rst edition was unveiled by Tania 
Goldner. 

Other activities included a cultural programme organised at 
Dharohar Centre wherein 150 children participated. 

Ahmedabad

City Traffi c Police organise Rally
On November 14th, 2010, CHILDLINE and the City Traffi c 
Police organised a rally from Bhadra to Sabarmati Ashram. 
Amitabh Pathak, City Police Commissioner was present on 
the occasion. Thereafter, Suraksha Bandhans were tied to all 
the senior police personnel who promised to help children 
in distress. 

Ahmednagar

Cultural programme at Apu Chowk
A special programme was organised for slum children to 
mark Children’s Day. 400 children attended the programme 
and participated in various activities like card-making, 
poster-making and slogan writing. This was followed by a 
Cultural programme comprising songs and dance perfomed 
by the children themselves.
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Coimbatore

Interview on Radio City
Uma, Coordinator of CHILDLINE Coimbatore was 
interviewed on Radio City. She talked about CHILDLINE 
and the Dosti campaign.

Talent Day
550 children joined in at Nirmala Women’s College to 
showcase their talent. There were drawing, dance and poem 
competitions held. All the children received prizes and 
certifi cates for the same. 

Suraksha Bandhan 
Children tied Suraksha Bandhans as a gesture of their 
appreciation for their continued support to help children in 
distress. 

The wrist bands were tied to Police at the District Collectors 

camp offi ce, Police Commissioner’s offi ce, City Limit Police 
stations, District Collector, Inspectors, Sub- Inspectors, Head 
Constables, Constables of Railway Police and the Railway 
Protection Force. 

The CHILDLINE team also met with Mr.P.Umanath, IAS 
Offi cer, Dr.D.Sylendira Babu, IPS City Commissioner of 
Police and Kamini, IPS, Deputy Commissioner of Police. 

Kanchipuram

Painting exhibition
Win Foundation organized a painting exhibition for street 
children. About 35 children participated and had their work 
exhibited. 

The chief guest for the event was K.Rajeshwari, Panchayat 
President, Ozhalur. 
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NICP Workshop
50 teachers and Self-Help Group (SHG) members from 
various schools took part in this workshop. The resource 
persons for this workshop were Murugesan Councilor, 
Mahabalipuram, King Hussain, President of Vayalur Village. 

Other activities during the week included a Puppet Show at 
Ozhalur, a drawing and art competition by Hope Foundation 
and Grace Foundation, a rally to spread awareness - a joint 
initiative by Arunodhaya Migrants initiative and the Catholic 
Relief Services in which 150 people participated, a Suraksha 
Bandhan event and public announcements. 

Kanyakumari

SMS Campaign
An SMS campaign was conducted during the Dosti week. 
The objective was to spread awareness on CHILDLINE. 
Over 2000 people were reached with this campaign. 

Handling child offenders - Workshop for Police 
personnel
40 Police from different Police stations attended this 
workshop. The workshop was inaugurated by Mr.Ashok, 
ADSP, Kanyakumari District and Rev. Dr. Christu Rajamani, 
Advocate, Legal Aid Services, Kottar Diocese. 

The aim of the workshop was to create an action plan for 
the effective handling of Juveniles at Police facilities. A 
presentation on Child rights and the Juvenile Justice act 2006 
was made. 

Palakkad

300 buses help to spread awareness
CHILDLINE Stickers were pasted on 300 buses in Palakkad. 
This mass awareness campaign was inaugurated by Sunil 
Kumar, S.I of Traffi c, Palakkad district. Mr.Mohan Das, 
President and Ravindra Kumar, Secretary of the Private Bus 
Operating Association were also present. 

Seminar of a Cyber secure world
CHILDLINE and the CWC organized a seminar at the Alathur 
Girls High School in the presence of Saithali, Alathur Circle 
Inspector, the CHILDLINE Coordinator, Mr.N.Rajesh, 
Senior Advocate and 200 students and teachers. 

Other activities included an awareness programme for 85 
Government employees, a signature campaign at Mercy 
College, a seminar on Child Rights for 150 students of 
Kannadi Higher Secondary School and a Children’s Day 
party for 150 children. 

Tirunelveli

Healthy baby competition
In association with the Red Cross Society, CHILDLINE 
organized a competition that encouraged parents to dress 
their children up in their best clothes. 

A total of 75 children between the age group of 1-3 
participated. A presentation on CHILDLINE was conducted 
in order to educate parents on the rights of children.

Cultural Day for speech and hearing impaired 
children 
Close to 100 children from 10 different schools participated 
in a day fi lled with dance, debate and a fancy dress 
competition. CHILDLINE also conducted a Puppet show on 
Child Abuse at the event.

Rally against Child Abuse 
On 13th November 2010, 500 people participated in a rally 
emphasizing protection of children against traffi cking, abuse, 
labour, beggary etc. The Assistant Commissioner of Police 
fl agged off the event, whilst members of the NSS, Redcross, 
students, Police Offi cials etc walked in the rally.

Other activities included a Suraksha Bandhan event and an 
Email and SMS campaign to spread awareness on 1098. 

Calicut

NRHM and CHILDLINE conduct seminar on 
Child Marriage
‘There should never be any compromise with child rights. 
A change can only be expected when people become 
aware of the dangers attached to child marriage.’ Said 
Prof.A.Kuttilikurry, Director of CHILDLINE (Nodal) 
Calicut. This seminar was conducted specially for the Asha 
Workers focusing on the consequences of child marriage and 
the legal measures to prevent child marriage. 
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CHILDLINE Bus
On November 9th, 2010 a CHILDLINE Bus decorated 
with posters and banners traveled across the city to spread 
awareness on 1098 amongst the public. 

Open House
The concept of an Open House has always helped children 
voice their troubles and allowed CHILDLINE to help them 
to a greater extent. More than 100 children participated in 
this forum. 

Other activities included an NICP Workshop for school 
counselors and an awareness rally. 

Kochi

Don Bosco and CHILDLINE organize a mega 
event
Over 1000 children came together and participated in a 
signature campaign, drawing competition, art and craft, 
games and cultural events. 

Bhandhra Satheesh, Deputy Mayor of the Cochin Corporation 

and Fr. Antony Panikkarukunnel SDB inaugurated the 
programme. Children dressed in ‘Chachaji’s’ costumes were 
the main attraction at the event. 

Signature Campaign
Njangal childlinete kootukar ningalum koottukarakoo (we 
are friends of CHILDLINE, come & become a friend of 
CHILDLINE). 

Children from 324 schools chanted these slogans and 
participated in a signature campaign. The event got good 
coverage in the New Indian Express, Mathrubhumi, Rashtra 
Deepika and many other local dailies.
 
Cuddalore

Mass awareness programme
Students from St. Joseph’s Higher Secondary School and 
Municipal Higher Secondary School distributed pamphlets 
and brochures at the Cuddalore bus stand. 40 students in all 
visited various public spaces to spread awareness. 

Kannur 

Awareness for Gram Panchayat members
The President and members of the Gram Panchayat were 
taken through a CHILDLINE induction. This included 
details on the 1098 service and activities undertaken by 
CHILDLINE.
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Consultation on Child Protection
A block level consultation with ICDS, school counselors 
& students of social work was conducted at the Don Bosco 
school. The Director of CHILDLINE Kannur took a session 
of the role played by CHILDLINE. 

Broadcast on Red FM
A special programme on CHILDLINE was aired on the radio 
channel where members of CHILDLINE participated. 

Kasaragod

Quiz Competition

90 children across various schools in the city participated in 
a quiz competition held at the Government U.P. School on 
November 10th, 2010. 

Bala Sangamam
A children’s meet was held at Abhayanikthen on November 
13th, 2010. Abdul Rahim, Director of CHILDLINE 
Kasargod inaugurated the event. The children played games 
and walked in a rally to support CHILDLINE. 

Special programme for Anganwadi
CHILDLINE and the Social Welfare Department jointly 
organized a programme for 300 children from Government 
Shelter Homes. CWC and JJB members participated too. 

The children were given sports kits at the end of the day. 
Other activities included an NICP Workshop for ICDS 
supervisors and a drawing competition for children. 

Nagapattinam

Discussion on Child Rights and Protection
48 children from 5 villages participated in this discussion 
held at the Natarajan Dhamayanti Primary School. Inspector 
Amutha Rani was the chief guest at the occasion. 

Vijayawada

Auto Rickshaw drive collects over 1000 
signatures
Thomas Koshy, Chairman, CWC acknowledged the role 
played by auto rickshaw drivers in identifying children in 
distress. 10 cycle rickshaws equipped with public address 
systems went around the city for audio publicity of the 
campaign. 
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Vijayawada Municipal Corporation, Railway Labour 
Department & the CWC played a commendable role in 
promoting child protection. 

Street Play
An enactment on CHILDLINE and child rights was staged 
at Gudivada and Jaggayyapeta on November 11th, 2010.  
Children from various schools were present for this event. 

Sticker campaign
Team members, children of Navjeevan Bala Bhavan & 
members of voluntary organisations pasted stickers on 
auto rickshaws that would drive around the city spreading 
awareness on CHILDLINE. 

One must adopt a humanitarian approach while 
dealing with cases related to children. Intensifi ed 
advocacy through the media is the need of the hour.

-Syamala Devi, Juvenile Justice Desk at Navjeevan Bala 
Bhavan during an NICP workshop in Vijayawada 

Other activities included an awareness campaign undertaken 
by 400 children from class 6 to 10 from Telaprolu Papanaiah 
English Medium School and a Suraksha Bandhan event for 
District Offi cials and Police Personnel. 

Signature Campaign at Vijayawada

Wayanad 

Painting Competition for Tribal children
100 children from the Madakunnu Tribal colony 
participated in a painting competition and open house 
session. M.P.Hameed, Chairman of Kalpetta Municipality 
inaugurated the event. 

Signature Campaign 
The Campaign was held at Swathandra Mythani 

on November 12th 2010. A Aravindhakshan, 
Chairman, CWC, Wayanad inaugurated the 
campaign.

Suraksha Bandhan
Baby Esther, a little star from Nallavan, Malayalam movie 
fame tied Suraksha Bandhans to the District Collector, 
District Panchayat President, Superintendent of Police and 
the Additional Divisional Magistrate. 

Trichy

Suraksha Bandhan at Police in-service training 
centre 
Children tied Suraksha Bandhans to 50 Police personnel 
from Trichy, Karur, Perambalur, Ariyalur and Pudukottai on  
November 10.  J. Godwin Prem Singh, Director, CHILDLINE 
(Nodal) Trichy, P.Kamala, Deputy Superintendent of Police 
were present

The Police personnel need to deal with children found 
in distress or abused children with compassion.
 

-P.Kamala, Deputy Superintendent of Police, 
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P.Kamala, Deputy Superintendent of Police, highlighted the 
need for Police personnel to deal with compassion with those 
children found in distress or abused children. 

Human chain at Trichy Railway Station
400 children from slums joined hands to form a human 
chain. This act demonstrated their solidarity towards fi ghting 
towards child labour, beggary and violence. 

Trivandrum

City Outreach programme
The CHILDLINE team divided itself into a few groups that 
went to bus stands, railway stations, PCO booths, auto and 
taxi stands etc and distributed brochures and pamphlets on 
CHILDLINE. 

Session on the Juvenile Justice Act
An NICP workshop and session on JJB Act was held for 
ICDS teachers and 60 teachers from Kazhakuttam at the 
Loyala Extension services. 

Women and Child Help Centre partners with 
CHILDLINE
The 1st anniversary of the Women and Child help centre was 
celebrated with a CHILDLINE exhibition at the Trivandrum 
Railway Station. This centre is a joint venture between Don 
Bosco, CHILDLINE, RPF and GRP. 

CHILDLINE Trivandrum celebrates its 10th 
anniversary
CHILDLINE, the Railway Protection Force and the Railway 
Police jointly celebrated children’s day. The CHILDLINE 
team was interviewed by Asianet Roseball on the situation of 
children in the state. The team also participated in talk shows 
hosted by All India Radio, Radio Mirchi and Club FM. 

Malappuram

Abolish Child Beggary - Signature Campaign
1000 people came forward to support CHILDLINE to fi ght 
against this cause. A signature campaign was conducted for 
the same.

Workshop for Child Welfare Offi cers
A day long workshop was conducted for the CWOs in order 
to train them about the JJB Act 2000, functions of the Special 
Juvenile Police Unit, procedures and responsibilities of the 
SJPU in order for them to have a deeper understanding of the 
legalities involved in child issues. 

CHILDLINE Walkathon
On 12th November 2010 125 students from TIUP School 
participated in a walk to spread awareness to larger audiences. 
Other activities included a Suraksha Bandhan event and a 
painting exhibition on child labour. 
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NCC Cadet Rally
85 NCC Cadets volunteered to organize an awareness 
rally for students. K.P.Musthafa, Municipal Chairman of 
Malappuram inaugurated the rally whilst K.Rajeev, Sub 
Inspector of Police, fl agged off the event.  

Bidar

Children’s Day march
On November 14th, 2010, 500 children participated in a 
march to sensitize the people about the rights of children. 
Mr. Doraiswamy, DD, DWCD, Bidar was the Chief guest at 
the event addressing the gathering and urging them to give 
proper attention to children as that would lead to the progress 
and prosperity of the country at large.  

Chennai

Puppet Show on Child Abuse
The CHILDLINE Se Dosti campaign was launched in 
Chennai with a puppet show. This was followed by the 
distribution of posters, stickers and brochures to spread 
awareness. 

Awareness at HDFC Bank
A daylong awareness programme was conducted at the 

bank. A kiosk was set up and communication material was 
distributed. Other activities included a signature campaign, 
a suraksha bandhan event and a NICP workshop for the 
Railway Protection force. 

Eluru

Suraksha Bandhan
This event was conducted in order to honour the Police for 
their proactive role in child protection. 

Bangalore
 
HDFC Bank undertakes awareness 
A 2-day awareness programme was conducted on the 
Srajapur main road. Kiosks were set up and pamphlets were 
distributed in order to spread awareness on 1098. 

Children’s Day celebrations
Over 500 children from K.R. Puram, C.V. Raman Nagar, 
Jayanagar and Mahadevapura constituencies participated 
in the Children’s Day event. This event was organized in 
alliance with the Association for Promoting Social Action 
and Bangalore Oniyavara  Seva Coota (BOSCO).Other 
activities included a painting competition for underprivileged 
children and awareness programmes at Government schools. 

Orientation programme for Special Juvenile Police on 
CHILDLINE at Bangalore
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Meerut 

Cricket Match
2 teams from the slum area of Shastri Nagar played a 10 over 
match on the 9th of November 2010. 

Nukad Natak
CHILDLINE along with street children enacted a street play 
keeping in mind child rights and child protection. This play 
was staged at the Mawana Bus stand in Meerut. 

Other activities included a ‘Bal divas’ Children’s Day’ rally 
and the tying of Suraksha Bandhans. 

Painting competition
50 children used water colours, crayons, colour pencils and 
their imagination and created paintings of children going to 
school, victims of child labour etc. Students from Dewan 
Public School volunteered for the event. 

Delhi

Suraksha Bandhan 
With the advent of the CHILDLINE Se Dosti week, a 
Suraksha Bandhan event was organized at the Don Bosco 
Provincial House. 

The Police had proved to be genuine CHILDLINE Dosts 
throughout their association with CHILDLINE. 
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Nicole Menezes, Deputy Director, CHILDLINE India 
Foundation spoke at the event. She reiterated that 
CHILDLINE intended to make child protection everyone’s 
business. It was necessary that the Police force be aware of 
the Juvenile Justice system in order to act in its accordance. 

Suman Nalwa, Additional DCP, Special Juvenile Police Unit 
and Police personnel were present at this event. 

CHILDLINE Bus ride with GMRVF 
6 enthusiastic volunteers from the GMR Varalakshmi 
Foundation spent the entire day traveling in a bus across the 
city, spreading awareness on CHILDLINE. 

They went to the Jamia Millia Islamia University and 
interacted with a large number of students.  They continued 
to demonstrate an outreach programme and put up kiosks, 
banners and posters. 

The children of Don Bosco Ashalayam performed a street 
play. They encouraged by passers to light candles towards 
their commitment to child protection. The day ended with a 
recital of the song ‘Hum honge kamiyab’. 

Par Humein Khelna Hai
CHILDLINE, in association with Patang and Sada Arts 
Society staged a play titled ‘Par Humein Khelna Hai’ at 
Shriram Centre in Delhi. 

The play was set in a backdrop of riots in the city where 
children led with their assertion of rights and taught adults 
how to deal with situations. The plot revolved around 
children, their rights and the demonstration of how children 
are capable of thinking independently. The play was 
sponsored by Network 18, Religare and Indsur Global. 

Children from shelter homes presented bouquets to 
Mr.Danish Iqbal, Preet Dhupar and Dr.Rashmi Tiwari. 
The children who participated were honoured by pinning 
CHILDLINE badges on them. 

Alwar
 
Cricket Tournament
From 8th-14th of November, 2010, a cricket tournament 
was organised for slum children. The tournament saw 
participation from by 16 teams from slum areas of Alwar. The 
event was inaugurated by Sunita Mittal at the R.R.College 
play ground. 

CHILDLINE gave away certifi cates to volunteers and 
participants at the end of the tournament. 
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Night Outreach with migrant labourers
The team undertook a night outreach programme with the 
migrant labourers in Bhand basti near the railway station. 
The objective was to acquaint them with CHILDLINE in 
case of any emergency. 

Film screening for students of Alwar Public 
School

A CHILDLINE fi lm was screened for 700 students and 20 
staff at the school auditorium. Other activities included tying 
of wrist bands to over 200 police personnel and a drawing 
competition for children of Government Observation Homes. 

Chandigarh

CHILDLINE Walkathon
As part of the CHILDLINE Se Dosti events, a CHILDLINE 
Walkathon was organized, bringing together students from 

Government and Private schools across the city.

Ram Niwas, UT Home Secretary fl agged off the event and 
supported the cause. The event also saw participation from 
NCC cadets, Nehru Yuva Kendra and differently abled 
students of the Vatika School and the School for Blind. 

The students met with Chief Justice of Punjab and Haryana,     
High Court Justice Mukul Modgal on their way. He interacted 
with the children and told them that the judiciary was open to 
enforcing the rights of children.

Other events included the tying of Suraksha Bandhans to 
over 2 lakh people! 

Gurgaon

Zero tolerance approach towards Child Abuse
On the 9th of November, 2010, Surjeet Singh Deswal, Police 
Commissioner of Gurgaon launched the CHILDLINE Se 
Dosti campaign. 

Referring to cases of child abuse, he pointed out that the 
Gurgaon Police has adopted a ‘zero-tolerance’ approach 
towards the same and that no person involved in child abuse 
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would be spared. He appealed to affected chidlren, parents 
and school authorities to report cases of child abuse.

The children of Arushi Home tied Suraksha Bandhans to all 
the Police Offi cials present on the occasion. 

Jammu
 
Workshop for Police personnel 
CHILDLINE Jammu organised a one day workshop for 
Police personnel at GRP lines to celebrate the CHILDLINE 
Se Dosti week.  

Prof. Poonam Dhawan, Nodal Director of CHILDLINE 
Jammu was the Chief Guest at the occasion. She stressed 
upon the attitudinal change required for the cause of children 
and the missionary approach required to deal with children’s 
issues. She urged the police to extend a helping hand in 
eradicating child abuse from the society. 

During the workshop a skit and cultural programme were 
presented by the slum children of Trikuta Nagar. 

“We echo out our thanking note
Thanks one and all, to every CHILDLINE Dost, for being 
so persistent and so supporting! Thank you for your support 
during childline se dosti celebrations 2010.”

Corporate Partners

AXIS FOUNDATION
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The Childline Se Dosti Campaign was a warm and 
inviting initiative to reach out to people from all 
walks of life. The week has certainly been impactful 
and has refreshed us with new spirits and hope for 
a better future.

Simran Chopra, Counselor, CHILDLINE Meerut.

With Suraksha Bandhan, the Police Personnel 
across the country were overwhelmed by this 
gesture.  All the events held as a part of the week 
were a splendor.  

Bhupendra Shandilya, Centre Coordinator, CHILDLINE 
Gwalior.

The CHILDLINE website (www.childlineindia.
org.in) feature a special ‘Dosti section’ which in-
cluded details on the campaign, its activities,media 
coverage and updates.

Radio City 91.1 FM supported CHILDLINE Se 
Dosti by running a campaign in 9 cities for the 
month of November 2010. 

The CHILDLINE Bus outreach was an opportunity 
to get together and create an aware culture towards 
Child Rights and Protection.

Volunteer from GMRVF during CHILDLINE Bus drive 
in Delhi.

Recognizing the role of the Police and the need for 
greater sensitivity in handling matters concerning 
children, the Delhi Police launched various 
initiatives in an endeavour to build a cadre of 
child-friendly police and police stations. The 
CHILDLINE service makes a major difference to 
the Child Protection scenario in the country.

Suman Nalwa, Additional DCP Special Juvenile Police 
unit, Delhi during Suraksha Bandhan programme.

The Childline Se Dosti week has indeed won many 
friends for CHILDLINE.
Lena Basu, ERRC,CIF

Out of Home Media India (OOH) supported the 
campaign by creating the ‘Help me fl y’ video on 
more than 20,000 Out of Home screens in malls, 
theaters and restaurants across 40 cities. The screens 
were placed at prime cinema multiplexes and at 
leading restaurant chains across the cities.

More than 12,000 students across India participated 
in the Childline Se Dosti - Short Story and Painting 
Competition. Ruskin Bond was the judge for the 
Short Story Competition across India

Shikha Grover, Deputy Head, Resource 
Mobilization, CIF was interviewed by Shagorika 
Ghosh of Jalebi Ink during Childline Se Dosti 
celebrations.

DID YOU KNOW W ?
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CHILDLINE Across Country 
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NORTH:
Agra [Chetana] Allahabad [Diocesan Development Welfare Society] Alwar [Nirvanavan Foundation] Ambala [Zilla Yuva Vikas Sanghatan] Chandauli [Gramanchal Seva Samiti], Chandigarh 
[Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education & Research, Youth Technical Training School] Dehradun [Mountain Children’s Foundation] Delhi [Salaam Baalak Trust, Don Bosco Ashalayam, 
Delhi Brotherhood Society, Prayas, Butterfl ies] Dungarpur [Rajasthan Bal Kalyan Samiti, Bhoruka Charitable Trust, Mahila Grameen Vikas Evam Takniki Prashikshan Sansthan] Gautam Budh 
Nagar [FXB Surakhsha, Sadrag, Association for Welfare Social Action & Research] Ghaziabad [Asha Deep Foundation] Gorakhpur [Disa, Purvanchal  Gramin  Seva Samiti] Gurgaon [Shakti 
Vahini] Jaipur [I-India, Jan Kala Sahitya Manch Sanstha, Institute for Development Studies] Jammu [Indian Red Cross Society, University of Jammu] Jhansi [Society of Francisan Brothers] 
Jodhpur [Vikalp Sansthan] Kangra [Urban Tribal & Hills Advancement Society]  Kanpur [Subhash Children’s Society] Kota [Alarippu, Rajasthan State Bharat Scouts & Guides] Lucknow 
[Human Unity Movement, National Institute for Public Cooperation and Child Development] Ludhiana [Swami Ganga Nand Bhuri Wale International Foundation] Manali [HP Mahila Kalyan 
Mandal, Himalayan Friends] Meerut [Janhit Foundation] Patiala [Navjeevani School of Special Education, Society for welfare of the Handicapped, Department of Social work] Rohtak [Bharat 
Vikas Sangh] Shimla [Himachal Pradesh Voluntary Health Association]  Srinagar [Human Efforts for Love & Peace Foundation]  Udaipur [Seva Mandir, Udaipur School of Social Work] Varanasi 
[Gandhi Adhyanpeeth, Asmita]

SOUTH:
Andaman [Dweep Prayas] Bangalore [Association for Promoting Social Action, Bosco, Child Rights Trust] Bidar [Sharada Rudseti, Don Bosco Youth Empowerment Services, Sahayog, Dr. B. 
R. Ambedkar Cultural & Welfare Society] Chennai [Department of Social Defence, Indian Council for Child Welfare, Don Bosco Anbu Illam, Nesakaram Seeds, Asian, Youth Centre , Mariyalaya, 
World Vision India] Chittoor [Stree Sakthi Sanathama, Rural Organization for Poverty Education Services, Rural Institute for Social Education, Academy of Gandian Studies] Cuddalore [Indian 
Council for Child Welfare] Coimbatore [Don Bosco Anbu Illam Social Service, Families for Children] Dharmapuri [Hebron Caring Society for children] Davangere [Adarsha Samaja Karya 
Samsthe, Don Bosco Child Labour Mission, Spoorthy, Kolache Pradesha Parisara Parivarthane Mathu Halligala Abhivrddi Samsthe, Social Welfare & Rural Development Agency-Karnataka]  
Dharwad [Sneha Education & Development Society, Karnataka Integrated Development Services, Socio-Economic Education Development Action, Karmani Grameena Seva Pratishtan, Kalyana 
Kiran Social Service Institution] Dindigul [Dindigul Multipurpose Social Service Society, CEDA Trust, Mutual Education for Empowerment and Rural Action] Eluru [Social Service Centre, DNR 
College- Bhimavaram] Gulbarga [Seth Shankarlal Lahoti Law College, Don Bosco, Margadarshi] Hyderabad [Centre for Social Initiative & Management, Divya Disha, Society for Integrated 
Development in Urban and Rural Area] Kanchipuram [Asian Youth Centre, Hand in Hand] Kannur [Don Bosco College, Dreams Care & Concern for Children in Distress, Tellichery Social Service 
Society] Kanyakumari [Kottar Social Service Society, Holy Cross College] Kasaragod [Mar Thoma College of Special Education, Institute of Applied Dermatology, People’s Action for Non 
Formal Education & Development in Technology] Kochi [Don Bosco Sneha Bhavan, Rajagiri College of Social Sciences] Kozhikode [Association for Welfare of the Handicapped, Farook College] 
Madurai [Grace Kennett Foundation Hospital, Madurai Institute of Social Sciences] Malappuram [Pocker Sahib Memorial Orphanage, Sheshy Charitable Society, Support, Rajagiri Outreach] 
Mandya [Vikasana Institute for Rural and Urban Development, Bheem Intergrated Rural Development Society] Mangalore [Roshni Nilaya, School of Social Work] Mysore [Organization for 
the Development of People, Rural Literacy & Health Programme, Nisarga Foundation] Nagapattinam [Avvai Village Welfare Society, DMI] Palghat [Preshitha Social Service Society, Palghat 
Mercy College, Attappady Social Service organisation] Puducherry [Integrated Rehabilation & Development Centre, Pondicherry Multipurpose School Service Society] Salem [Don Bosco Social 
Service Society, Young Women’s Christian Association] Shimoga [Siddeshwara Rural Development Society, Malnad Social Service Society] Tiruvannamalai [ Peoples Craft Training Centre, 
Rural Education & Development Society, Terre Des Homes Core Trust] Trivandrum [Trivandrum Don Bosco Veedu Society, Loyola Extension Services, Trivandrum Social Service Society] 
Tirunelveli [Centre for Empowerment of Women & Children, (Saranalayam-Tsss)] Thrissur [St.Christina Holy Angel’s Home, Vimala College Department of Social Work] Trichy [Bishop Heber 
College, Department of Social Work, SOCSEAD)] Vijayawada [Forum for Child Rights] Vishakapatinam [UGC-Drs Programme, Department of Social Work, Priyadarshini Service Organisation] 
Wayanad [Joint Voluntary Action for Legal Alternatives, Hilda Trust]

EAST:
Agartala [Voluntary Health Association of Tripura] Aizawl [Centre for Peace and Development, Mizo Hmeichhe Insuihkhawm Pawl] Behrampur [Indian Society for Rural Development, 
Organization for Development Integrated Social & Health Action, National Institute for Rural Motivation Awareness & Training Activities] Bhubaneswar [Ruchika Social Service Organisation]  
Bilaspur [Samarpit, Shikhar Yuva Manch] Burdwan [Asansol Burdwan Seva Kendra, Jayprakash Institute of Social Change, Speech and Hearing Action Society] Cuttack [Basundhara, Open 
Learning System] Darbhanga [East & West Educational Society, Kanchan Seva Ashram, Sarvo Prayas Sansthan, Gramoday Veethi, Keoti Subcentre, Gramoday Veethi (Singhwara Sub Centre), 
Gyan Seva Bharti Sansthan, Batika] Darjeeling  [Child In Need Institue] Dhanbad [Bhartiya Kisan Sangh, Gram Praudyigik Vikas Santhan, Rural and Urban Socio-Cultural Help] Dimapur 
[Prodigals Home, Community Educational Centre Society Development Programme] Guwahati [Indian Council for Child Welfare, National Institute for Public Cooperation &  Child Development, 
Imphal [Manipur Voluntary Health Association  Department of Anthropology, Mahila Kalyan Samity] Jalpaiguri [Jalpaiguri Welfare Organisation, Ananda Chandra College] Kishanganj [East 
& West Educational Society,  Cresent Educational & Welfare Trust, Nilu Jan Vikas Sansthan, Koshi Gramin Vikas Santhan, Compeering Society for Social Work and Research Network] Kolkata 
[Don Bosco Ashalayam,Cini Asha, City Level Programme for Street & Working Children, Loreto Day School, Bustee Local Committee & Social Welfare Centre, Society for Educational & 
Environmental Development, Institute of Psychological & Educational Research] Murshidabad [Palsapally Unnayan Samity, Cini-Murshidabad Unit, Shahid Khudiram Pathagarh] Muzaffarpur 
[Mahila Deveoplment Centre, Nation Institute for Rural Development Education Social Upliftment and Health, Gramin Jan Kalyan Parishad, Hanuman Prasad Gramin Vikas Samity] Nadia [Sreema 
Mahila Samity, Karimpur Social Welfare Society] North 24 Parganas [Centre for Communication and Development, Dhagagia Social Welfare Society,  North 24 Parganas Sammyo Sromo Gibi 
Samiti, Khalisady Anubhav Welfare Association, Joygopalpur Youth Development Center, Charuigachhi Light House Society, Katakhali Empowerment & Youth Association, Sayestanagar Swanirvar 
Mahila Samity] Pakur [Bhartiya Kisan Sangh, Gramin Vikas Kendra, Lok Kalyan Seva Kendra, Tagore Society for Rural Development, Foundation for Awareness Counselling and Education, Aman 
Samaj Kalyan  evem Artik Vikash Sansthan, Jharkhand Vikas Parishad] Paschim Medinipur [Prabuddha Bharati Sishutirtha,Vidyasagar School of  Social Work] Patna [Balsakha Tripolia Social 
Service Hospital, East & West Educational Society, Nari Gunjan] Purba Medinipur [Vivekananda Lok Siksha Niketan, Egra Sarada Shashi Bhusan College] Puri [Rural and Urban Socio-Cultural 
Help] Purnea [Tatvasi Samaj Nyas, Akhil Bhartiya Gramin Vikas Parishad, Parivesh Purna Jagran] Raipur [Sankalp Sanskritik Samiti, Chetna Child & Women Welfare Society] Ranchi [Xaviers 
Institute of Social Science, Samadhan, Chotanagpur Sanskritik Sangh] Rourkela [Disha] Shillong [Bosco Reach Out, Impulse NGO Network] Sitamarhi [Pratham Mumbai Education Initiative, 
Pratham Mumbai Education Initiative (Parihar Sub Centre), Pragati Ek Prayas, Bairgania, Pragati Ek Prayas, Sonbarsa / Dostia, Pragati Ek Prayas, Riga] South 24 Parganas [Sabuj Sangha,Cini-
Diamond Harbour Unit, School of Women’s Studies]
 
WEST:
Ahmedabad [Asag, Gujarat Vidyapith, M.D.Samaj Vidyalaya] Ahmednagar [Snehalaya] Amravati [Shree Hanuman Vyayam Prasarak Mandal] Aurangabad [Aapulki Samaj Seva Sanstha’s,Dilasa 
Jan Vikas Pratishthan] Baroda [Baroda Citizens Council, Faculty of Social Work, Ms University] Bhopal [Advocacy for Alternative Resources Action Mobilization & Brotherhood, The Bhopal 
School of Social Sciences] Goa [Nirmala Education Society, Jan Ugahi Trust, Vikalp Trust] Guna [Kalpataru Vikas Samiti] Gwalior [Centre for Integrated Development ] Indore [Lok Biradri Trust, 
Indore School of Social Work] Jabalpur [Jabalpur Diocesan Welfare Society] Kalyan [Aasara], Khandwa [Aastha Welfare Society] Mumbai [Yuva, Commited Communites for Development 
Trust] Nagpur [Apang Va Niradhar Bahuddeshiya Kalyankari Sanstha, Matru Seva Sang Institute of Social Work, Bapuji Bahujan Samaj Kalyan Bahuddeshiya Sansth, Vardaan] Nashik [Navjeevan 
World Peace & Research Foundation] Pune [Dnyana Devi, Karve Institute of Social Service] Sangli [Prakash Shikshan Parasarak Sanstha] Rajkot [Shri Pujit Memorial Trust] Sagar [Manav Vikas 
Seva Sanga] Solapur [Akkalkot Education Society, Walchand College of Arts & Science] Ujjain [Kripa Social Welfare Society, Madhya Pradesh Institute of Social Science & Research]
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